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Trustees approve ·
new· dairy center "'
By Karr Bremer
Funding for a new $ 1. 1 mil=lion dairy center was authorized
by the University System of
New Hampshire Board of Trus~ .
tees at a meeting last Friday.
$·956,000 of the money for the
center will .be provided from
contributions made to the Uni.:
versity's Campaign for Distinc.~
tion and $144,000 from proceeds of the Milne gravel pit.
One of the main objectives
of the Campaign for Dis-tinction,·
which was formed in 1980 for
capital improvement; was to
fund a new dairy center.
The present 50-year-old dairy
facility, according to Dr. Charles
Schwab, associate professor of
animal and nutritional sciences,
is dilapidated, labor-intensive;
and "behi"nd the times."

_·According to Schwab, in the
existing facility, they are unable
to conduct the type of research
the faculty have expertise in.
"It also no longer serves as
a good example of a teaching
,
facility," Schwab added.
According to Victor Azzi,
director of cam pus planning,
construction of the dairy center
· will begin next Monday, following the signing of the contract
this week.
The scheduled completion
date, according to Allan Prince,
consultant to the president on
firrancial affairs, is April 1989.
_T he general contractor is R.C.
Foss & ·Son, Inc. of Pittsfield,
New Hampshire.
In the event that construction

~ ewly proposed dairy farm
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By Dan Snapp
In an attempt to defend
himself ag~inst accusations that
he is ineffective at his position,
President Gordon Haaland met
with the Student Senate Sunday ·
night and spoke about what he
feels is th~ president's function.
"The job ·of a president is one
that is defined by all the con..:
stituents he serves," said ·Haaland .. "in this case that means
trustees, students, faculty, staff,
alumni, legislature and parents."
· "The president is the person
reponsible for balancing various
competing circles, so your concerns are not necessarily that
(of the other groups)."
Dissatisfied with the
decision-making process of Haaland' s administration, senators
Andrew ~amble and Jonathon
. Garthwaite last week encouraged a refere_ndum asking for
Haaland's resignation. A bill
requesting Haaland to resign
was tentatively planned to be
brought to ·the floor at the ·
Senate meeting Sunday night.
However, according to Student _Bqdy President Wendy
Hammond, the student senate
executive officers got together
Thursday and "decided the bill
was rash so we won't go,through
with it."
Hammond .announced that
a new "working group," called
the U niversjty Communication
and Evaluation Committee
(UCEC), was going fo be established and would consist of ten
to fifteen students. Hammond
said announcements would be
made in the Student Senate
Page, found in The New Hampshire, on: the selection of stu·dents for the committee.
The purpose of the committee would . be to investigate
complaints with the ;idministrati9n brought up by students
and the community.
"We did not want to ·just
excuse the problems that.I were
brought up our of the referendum," Hammond said.
·Hammond said the committee's broad concern would.be '
the lack of comm_u nication betwee~ ~tude1;1ts, facul.ty a1;1d ·the
admrn1strat10n, and their emphasis would not be limited
solely to the _president
Yesterday, Hammond said
the .administration would be
setting up the Communication
and Advisory Committee to the
President in an effort to anticipate concerns of students,
faculty and staff. The committee
would consist of four students
(including Hammond), and
members of the operating staff,
the professional and technical
staff, the faculty, and the admin. istration.
Hammond said the advisory
committee, still in the rough

BrotherPeace targets male v.)o Ienc e
~

-

coordinator and organizer of
,By lshi Niyama Burdett
Brotl-~-~-r Peace, UNH's n~w the event.
BrotherPeace is an interhastudent organization, succ~ssfully completed its first aware- tional organization aiming to
ness program on campus with cease the all-too-common· noa speakout at the Thompson .tion that violence must be used
Hall lawn on Friday, October to obtain power, status or identity within our society. Faculty
14.
Apprnximately 300 people and staff members, students,
gathered on the grass on a sunny and anyone else wh<? was willing
afternoon to heat scheduled and to stand up and speak their mind
spontaneous speakers talk of relayed to the crowd personal
the violence that men do to each experiences and opinions on
other, women, children and our different forms of men's vio~
earth. The speak-out was "a lence and brutality.
Topics included sexual and
protest as well as a celebration
and a call for change,'_' said verbal assault,. harassment, inR and y Spartichino, ca- _ cest, littering of our earth and

.

•

·
atmosphere, war, nuclear dis- you would have yourself taken
armament, and the discrimina- care of," he said, · adding in
tion of women, minorities, and · relation to alcohol and its effects
on sex, "when substances
homosexuals.
Men breaking silence to end change a no to a yes, in its own
men's violence" is the otgan- . way is an act of violence. It takes
ization's motto, however in advantage of someone who has
addition to the vario~s sche- no defense system."
One of the main concerns of
. duled speakers on Friday both
men and women were encour- BrotherPeace is to make people
aged their own feelings on the acknowledge the problem of
violence and the need for it to
issue with the crowd.
Among the scheduled speak- come to an end.
Scheduled ·speaker J. Gregg
ers was UNH Student Bbdy Vice
President Mike Rose, whose Sanborn, _associate vice presimessage was for people to take
BROTHERPEACE, pa~ 9
care of each other.
_ "Take care of each,·other as
11
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U_NH participates jn w,o rld hunger exploration
-

-·

.,,,
By Karen Hamilton
_ . Imagine working your wh?le
life as a farmer and never bemg ·
able to produce enough food to
_
·teed your own family.
For many farmers living in
areas of Africa, this problem
.
· .
is reality. ,
Monday, October 17; UNH
was linked via satellite to a
te'leco-nference on hunger in
Africa to celebrate World Food ·
·
Day.
·October 16 is the annive_rsary
. · of the foundation of the U.N.
Food and Agriculture Organization, ·but _the br~adcast was
on October 17 to avoid program·
ming the event on Sunday.
UNH was part of more than
400 groups that participated in
the event. The three hour program was sponsored by the
College of Life Sciences and
. Agriculture. It included, an hour
television presentation of a
panel discussion ~n Washi1;1g_ton
D.C., a presentation by Wilham
Wallace,. ch~irperson of the
· UNH geology department, on
"Africa: Its Geography and
·People" and a ·question/ answer
:session by the · Washington
.
·
panel.
Professor Willard Urban, one
of the coordinators for the
event, said this is not 'the first
year that UNH has participated _
in the program, whose purp'?s_e
is to provi·de the commurnty
with information.
"We found that students
couldn't even name t_w o coun"'
tries that are in Africa," Urban
said.
The African theme was chosen, according to organizers,
because of a global conc;ern for
-that continent's.worsening.food
crisis. Africa has suffered three
- seri.9us drnught/fa~i_n~~ ()V_<:_r

a

the past two decades. ,. ..
Africa is . the only major .
_regidn in the world in which the
populafion is increasing faster
than food production, ~according
to ·the Community Nutrition
Institute.
In 1983 the Fo_od and Agri-

Map 2:

technology, 14 countries of t_h e
sub-Saharan region of Africa
were unable to feed their. peoples, even if all cultivable land
·
were used to grow food.
The concern for food security,
des_pite political problems in
the country, was a major concern
in the teleconference. The three
Africans that appeared on the
expert panel were; Adebay_o
- Adedeji of Nigeria; Mazide
N'Diaye of Sengal, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf of Liberia, along with _.
American panelist Duane
Acker, assistant AlD (Agency
for International Development)
administrator for food and
agriculture.
·"Internal strife affects food
input," Johnson said. "It will
be hard to separate the two."
Africa is also affected by the
lack of human force. N'Diaye
· said that tl_)e m~n plow the fields
with hand tools or with a cow
and the women plant the seeds.
This hard work takes place at
the end of the rain season, which
is also at the end of the food
supply: and the farmers are not
th<!-t strong, N'Diaye said. ,
African women play a large
part in the -harvesting of the ·
crops, supplying 50-80 ·.percent
of the work power rieeded and
yet they -lack power when it
comes to decision making and
land ownership, ~aid Johnson.
N'Diaye attribute the number
of women in farming to the fact
~hat men are often away fight- .
ing.
Johnson said that Africa's
. evolutionary stage was disrupt~
·e d -because s-la ve trades·- and
colonization, so that when it
became independent they had
1
to start· from stratch,. Many ·ot
,·

culture' Organization -(F.AO)
publishea a study on the population "carrying capacity" of
th ·e world's farmlands.
According to a pamphlet pre pared by the Community Nutrition Institute, it was disco. vered that at current levels oJ _
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·NEWS IN. BRIEF
Trade deficit cuts
· into ·U S jobs _
.- The $170.3 billion trade deficit the United States
accumulated last year cost the cou~try 5.1 mi~lion .
jobs in manufacturing and associated services,
according to a study rele_a sed Saturday by a labor
.
backed research institute.
The Economic Policy Institute sought t? determi~e
how many jobs would have been created _if the record
trade deficit had been eliminated and imports and
. exports had been in balance. · .
The report conclud.ed that 5.1 million jobs had
been lost because trade_had not been in ba-lance,
with 3.1 million of those jobs in manufacturing
and the other 2 million in related industries, such
·· ·
as business services.
The US trade deficit is expected to decline this
year by almost $40 billion. For the first eight mo_nths
of the. year, the trade deficit has been measured
at.an annual rate of $138·--billion.
. While · the i~stitute did not attempt to cakul~te
how many jobs had been gained so far this year
with the trade deficit /declining, the Labor Department has reported that m~nufac~uring empl~yril~nt ·
has increased by 303,000 Jobs since the beginning
·
of the year.
~

·Abortion foes arrested

100th Congress tries
to finish work

Saudis .cut production
-..

Saud1 Arabia has reduced its oil output by 1.4
million barrels per day in recent weeks in a bid,
The 100th Congress, running behind schedule,
._ · . .
to stabilize. prices.
is trying to finish work this w_eek . on election-year
· Persian Gulf-based oil executves said Saudi 011
bills dealing with drugs and taxes so members can
· output was reduced/lo 4.4 million barrels per day
.
_ ·
return home to campaign.
.in the past week, b\inging the ~orld's largest oil
Congress or.iginally _aimed to quit Sept. 30, but
producer close to its OPEC-assigned quota of 4.3
bogged down in a figfit over the ant--i-drug package.
million barrels.
The Senate passed its $2.6 billion version on Friday.
Signaling impatience ·with wide-spread v~olatio1:s
The bill calls for the death _penalty for drug
of p~oduction quotas set b~ OP~C, Saudi_ Ara_b~a
traffickers who commit murder, funnels more money \..: intends to stabili'ze world 011 pnces: Saudi Arabia
to treatment programs and creates a new, cabinet- ·. warned Oct. 3 of a possible repeat of the 1986 market
level drug "cza.r '' to coordinate. the federal govern- ·.
collapse, when oil pri~es tumbled by about 50 perc~nt:
..
_
ment's anti-drug effort.
The price of oil fell to $10.64 per barrel dun1:g
Also unfinished is a compromise tax bill, but .
the first week of October, down from $16.334 in
House-Senate negotiations broke off in disagreement
April, and well below OPEC's target of $18 per
Friday, imperiling chances -o f re~~hing a plan both
·
barr_el. _
chambers can·accept. The measure mcludes a package
of' corrections of the landmark 1986 tax law, some
new tax cuts along with tax increases to offset the
reductions, and a taxpayer ''.bill of rights" for persons
facing In~ernal Revenue Service enforcement actions.

2 dead in Ireland

Gunmen .burst into a .Belfast bar Saturday- night
and shot two men to death, including a leader of
the· largest Prote-staat paramilitary· group in ,
Over the weekend, forty-five persons w~re
Northern Ireland, police said. Five other persons
arrested for blocking the-en~erance to an .aboruop
were wounded, one critically, police said. The police
clinic in what authorities called the largest antisaid the gunmen, wearing je~ns and ski i;nasks,
abortion demonstration in San Antonio, Texas.
ordered customers at the bar, in a predominantly
- About 120 ·people, some carrying banners or
. babies, ·auived at the clinic shortly b~fore 7 _a.m. _ · Protestant area, to lie on the floor before they opened
fire. · Police identified the paramilitary group leader
· The clinic's· manager then called poli~e. Officers
as Jimmy Craig; head of th~ Ulster Def~nse
ar'rested 24 men and 21 women on misdemeanor
Association. Craig was charged and later acquitted
tress passing char~es. ~·1,f it stops. 01:;e I:~rson from
in the early 1970's of the murder of Maire Drumm,
-ge.tting ari abort10n, 1t _s _worth it, L~~da Gul_ley
president of Sinn Fein, the po-litical wing of the
of San Antonio; a participant at the Operar101:1
.
· IRA.
Rescue" protest, said.

~Elderly population
increase pre-d ieted
\

The number of Americans over age 85 may grow
to nearly 24 million in the next 50 years,_ twice as
many as previously projected and 10 times t.~ e
current level, according to a study released this
weekend. By- the year 2040, the populatio_n ov~r
the age' of 65 in the United States may c~tapult
to ·g7 million, or one-quarter of the entrre US
population, a figure 20 million more thai:i-the US
Census Bureau has projected and three _rime_s the
current level, said the study, by the U mversity of
· Southern California and the National Insti~ute of
Aging.

/
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·. Students react to
tuition increase
By Beverly Shadley
Dennis O'Connell, student
Faced with inevitable tuitton trustee and senate speaker,
_increa~es passed by the New . charged the state legislatl!re
Hampshire board of ·t rustees with awarding UNH a "bare
on September 29th, parents, · bones budget."
·
students; and student leaders
"It's .barely what we need to
· are calltng for -an. 1nctea_se in •survive," O'Connell said.
Currently, New Hampshire
state aid from New ·Hampshire
and more prominent budget ranks 50th nationwide in its
information from the univer- overall funding for-education.
sity.
According to Dover state
compared with six area state legislator William H. McCann
schools including Kee,ne State, Jt., the lack of state funding "is ·
UNH Manchester, -Plymouth basically a lack of leadership in
State, Uri'iversity of Vermont trying to make education a high ~
and University of Massachusetts priority," but cannot be blamed
at Amherst, UNH currently has solely on the legislature.
the s_econd highest in-state ·and
McCann said a proposaLfor ·
out-of-state tuition, second only · ~n increase in educationJundi_n g
to the University of Vermont. , •is equated with a broad basetax, ·
Over the next two years, an extremely unpopular prop- ·
tuition will increase by $1,050 osal in New Hampshire.
for out-of-state students .and
However, McCann said New
$230 for in-state students. For Hampshire is not ignorant of
,
the '90-'91 school year, tuition- . the fact that more fonding is
will be $2600 for in-state and needed. New Hampshire is By Rich D'Avolio
rise to. $8,600 for out-of-state beginning to com template a
Yesterday at the Academic
- students. ·
means of obtaining rriore money Senate Meeting, President GorExpe~ted· tuition hikes have for education, such as a sales tax. . don Haaland annouced to faculty
Student Body President Wendy
-McCann added that people and student leaders that a ComHammond alarmed that UNH are beginning to say, "We've munication and Advisory Com~ill lose its appeal -to out-of- got to do more; but how do we mittee to the ·p residen't will be
state applicants.
do it?"
.
created in order tO improve ·
"In the long run, (the tuition)
For ·those who will foot the communication between stuis going to be a disservice to the. bill, parents and students, reac- dents .and admi.Qistration.
u~iversJty ," Hammond said.
dons t0 the increase were unAccording t,o Student Body
. She claimed that the contin- favorable, but as in the past, they · President Wendy Hammond; ·
uous inc..rease in,. tuition will were expecting it.
,
the objective of the committee
make the cost of .UNH prohib''Basically, any increase .. .! - is to prevent communication
itive to students, particq.larly cringe," Sp.id Barbara Demers, problems before they occur.
those from middle to lower class mother of in-state student,
Student Representative Jill
families,' and could thus reduce Missy Huff. "But in all fairness, Conrad said the student senate
the diversity of the campus.
I dqn't think she could ·g et an has also established a second
"The university will lose i(s education as good as UNH's for · committee, the University Comheterogeneous nature," said the money I'm paying." ·
munication and EvaluationCorhHammond. She added that - _ Out-of-state parents had a mittee' (UCEC) due to .the con- •
UNH should strive to maintain somewhat)different reaction. cerns surrounding President
a financial competitiveness and
Gor'don Haal-and's decisionPeter Toch, father of sopho- making process in selecting a
-· pay more attention to the needs
more Michele Toch, said "It's new dorm site.
of out-of-state students.
""
Hammond ·said that request- basically high enough," and his
Conrad .said the committee,
ing more financial aid from the reaction was obviously not meant to investigate complaints
State was one possibility for overwhelmingly positive.
after the fact, will bring relaStudents in Nrticular cafled tions between faculty and stuassisting out-of-state students
for the need for more informa- dents closer in all aspects of the
with the high tuition.
. , Student Body Vice President tion on the budget, claiming university.
·
·
Mike Rose said that UNH they felt uninformed about the _ The UCEC will consist of 10tuition is largely result of the budget and the increase.
15 students and members from
·"It would be fair if they told the president's advisory comstate legislature's attitude toward education, which Rose us what the increase was for," mittee, according to Conrad.
describes as "disdain,ful'' and . said Frank Warchols, an sopho"Hopefully with this commit''low priority".
. ·. , morein-state student. "Nobod- tee things will be keptin check. . "We!re the seventh richest y's explained why it's going to , ... with students being involved
state in America," Rose said. · increase'. I'd like to see a new- in decisions," Conrad said.
"We need a new legislature, who sletter in my box saying what's
, ·At the meeting Haalanc.f told .
will put education as a priority, going _on with my money.''
faculty and.student leaders he
. rather than a tertiary considis all for the new committee,
TUITION, page 7
eration."
_:J think it is a good idea, an
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opportunity to adq.ress a number .are very encouraged by all the
of issues in all dfrections. It will act_ivity concerning communrepresent the university pretty , ications." ,
broadly;·· Haaland said.
At the meeting, Chancellor
"I am very much interested Claire Van U mmersen discussed
in student-faculty communica- ·raising faculty salaries with
tions," said Jo Laird, associate those of equally com petive
professor of earth sciences and colleges in the area.
chairperson for the student life
According to U mmersen,
committee.
·
UNH .faculty salary increases
· Associate Professor of Chem-- can range from 2 to 22 percent
ist~y and Chairperson of the per faculty· member and this
Budget and Planning Commit- range will have to be discussed
tee Gary Weisman said he is with the Board of Trustees.
preased the University is reU mwersen also discussed the :.
evaluating its decision process proposal for the biennial budget.
as well .as the proposed site.
She said the board of trustees·
"We are reviewing the site __ will be ask"ing legislation in
selection so those concerned will Concord for. a bare-bone qudget.
have a chance to speak," Haa-. This means the tmstees w1ll be
land said. "I wi-Il look _at all the asking for just what they need
options that I have, focluding and nothing more.
the controversial site. It will not
Many fac,ulty members
be excluded."
stressed concern over the "bare''We remain committed to bone budget," fearing·that if
b_u ilding new housing for our :legislation etits money out, as
students.''
it has in the past, there may be
A representative ,of th~ Op- a shortage of the necessary
erations Staff Council said, "We funds.

UNH Police report
another flclshing

By Jo'hn Robert
investigated for discharging
Another · flashing incident fi-re:works and firing BB guns
occured Saturday afternoon at from, inside Stoke Hall at people ·
1: 15 p.m. in the area of themini- outside of thedorm Friday night
dorms' and 'railroad tracks and at 10: 18 P:m;
despite an intense search,_the
T_hree p~ople were charged
man was not located, according with DWI over the weekend in
· to the UNH police.
·
Durham.' Brett 0 :-Larson and
. ',fhe·white male was shouting Steven C. Weesner a:nd a third
obscenities at a female who was unidentified by University Po_.
·on the tracks also and he then lice, were arrested on Route four
_ began to expose himself accord- and' Mill Road Saturday at 1:15
ing to a UNH police report.
a.m. ·
Eleven' arrests for alcohol
A female resident of the UAC
reported she had receive.cl an violations occurred in the Durobscene phone call at 12:30 a.m. ham area since Thursday.
on Thursday night. This cali is _ A male student was found
consiste_nt with a multiple unresponsive due to alcohol
number of calls by one unknown , ingestion in Stoke Hall at 1:00
male.
a:m. on Friday·a-n d was taken
A total of 10 "break-ins"also to Health Se-rvices for obser~
occurred at UNH over the · vation. Another student was
weekend with a total of $1,195 found unconscious in Richardin valuables taken.
·
son-House at 1:30 .a.m. Saturday '
Included in this number are and hews taken to Wentworth
5 cars tl)a~ were parked ·in back Douglass Hospital in Dover for
of Stillings. All of the cars had treatment.
Durham Police Captain Jotheir windows smashed to gain
entry. . ·
seph E. McGann Jr. called the
There was an iflegal entry Greek Picnic at Alpha Tau
report filed Friday morning at Omega this .Saturday "a great
8:00 a.m. by the Financial Aid- . effor~_by the greek council."r .
Office., Nothing, however, had
"It went off with no problem
app~are·d to be stolen or dis- at all, McCann said. "They did
Trustee members gathered outside of the New England Center during the· rededication on turbed.
a nice job of separating the
· Friday. (Chris Gamache photo)
~ :Ten UNHstudents are being · under 21 andover2i areas." ,,
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bN TH ES PO T
- _D_o you think the Unive rsity rule again st frater nity hazin g is being
, ·
· ·
· follow ed? ·

, · ··· ·

\~.

ff No, they don't follow it. I think
they have_good rea;on not to . .
It's based on brotherhood. Ifyou
r~ally want to be a brother, you
do what they tell you. They
wouldn't be a/close as they ~re ·
ifthey didn't have this s~rict kind
- · o:fpledging, which gives them
t!:,e dedication that fraternities
need."

ff Not really. I think some frats ·
are doing it more than others.
It has had some effect but not
too much."

/

ffFor the most part they try to.
.There's always going to be
things that might be considered
hazing. Hazing to me is any-"
thing you do that you don't
want to. It's your own pe,:sonal
choice. You just have to know
going into it to stand up for
yourself and to ~eep that in- ·
mind while pledging."

Senior

Deborah L. Dietz

Erin Sharkey

~lect. Engin.

Senior

Sophomore

Civil Engi~.

bccup. Therapy

· Paul Chapman
Senior
Communications

ff I don't know. Ifjou look at
Greeks in a stereoytypical way;
you might think so. But I don't
thi11k you should look at it that
way. I don't know so I can't .
honestly judge it here."
Leroy Nash

Senior Portrai t Sign-ups:
OCTOB ER 17-NOV EMBER 11
.Outside Room 125

Senior Port-raits:

'

OCTOB ER24-N OVEMB ER 11
Don't be a bla

is a lasting me

(

.

The · 19s9 Gra_ni~e is featur ing
FULL COLOR senior portra its. Don't misS out!
.

,
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UNH, works t~ bring Russian~ .CALEN~AR
By Peter W .-Keravich

be on the cutting edge," Rose
In ari ongoing effort to in- said.
rease diversity, the University
He-would try to raise financial
of New Hampshire is working support from the state legislato bring 10 Soviet U riion stu- ture as well ,as from business
.. dents to Durham to study by the ·a nd private sources. Rose visited
fall of 1989.
the 1Soviet Union f..or two
There is a pl'an to host the months in .1986 and said that
Soviet undergraduate students the experience was beneficial
for one ~emester to study at to him.
UNH aQd experience an Amer· History professor Frank
ican m1iversity.
McCann, director of the center
Daniel A. DiBiasio, executive .for International Perspectives,
assistant to the president, said coordinated the proposal last
that the Institute of Internation- March. He said- that the IIE
al Education (IIE) invited UNH, invited 60 schools to apply and
along ~i_th 60 other schools, to chose two to receive Soviet
submit a proposal to host the · students.
stµdents: The proposal was
According to McCann, UNH
turned dowri, but , UNf:I was had stiff competition and the
invited to _apply again.
IIE was extremely concerned
The IIE is a private, non- about the. atmosphere · of the
profit organization that special- host school. The 'IIE chose one
- izes in international ·exchanges private school, Duke University,
and training programs an.cl gives and one public school, Ind~arta
assistance to international ed- university.
ucation.
McCann said, "No ohe in the
DiBiasio said UNH submit- senate has come to talk to me"
ted .a budget that would nearly about bringing Soviet students
match $30,000 from IIE with here in 1989. But if the student
$27,000 from UNH. The uni- government could contribute,
- versity agreed to waive the out- "it would·help enormously."·
o(-state tuition for the exchange
He was happy to see UNH
students and instead charge . students involved, because the
them the in-state tuition. This publicity UNH would receive
amounted to $24,800 of the for hosting the Soviets would
proposed budget.
·
enhance the value of the UNH
· __
On Octobe.r -9, the student diploma.
senate passed a resolution to
Arna Bronstein, assistant .
"support a US-USSR ex- professor of Russ-i an studies,
change, which will bring Soviet also was involved with drafting
college students to the Durham the original proposal. Although
campus, with a target date of the Russian department is not
the fall of 1989."
involved with the current propDiBiasio said that, "it was nice osal, it is willing to provide
to have the student senate support, she said.
resolutio'n endonsing th.at goal." ir•1 Bronstein said that the1,SoMichael J. Rose, student body viets would get the opportunity
vice president, who co- to· see a. "normaT' American
sponsored the senate bill along university:They will benefit
with Academic·Affairs Chair- because they can take Americanperson Alexander Weill, said ,style classes, including subjects
the ti'me is right to begin an that are less emphasized in the
exchange.
Soviet Union.
"The university shou Id always
- UNH students will binefit

TUE_S D4Y, OCTOBER 18
because anyone will be able to
· POSTER SALE- Rock & Film Posters. Granite State Room
meet the Soviets, as they will
Lobby, Mub, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
live in the dorms, eat at the
dining halls, and take regular
Cl:IEMISTRY LECTURE_:_ "Computer Assisted Instructions
in Organic Synthesis with LHASA," Prof. R ... Stolow (Tufts).
classes, said Bronstein.
, Room 1103, Parson, 11 a.m . .
The education is different in
the-Soviet Union. The emphasis
HUMANITIES,LECTURE SERIES- "The Crisis.of the Fifth in Soviet education is on memorCentury; Plato and Euripides." Spanish Professor Charles
ization. Even kindergarten child-_
H. L_eighton, Room 201, Murkland, 11~12:30 p.m. Open to
ren are .taught to memorize
public.
complex poems, Bronstein said.
Questions are not encouraged,
MEET CONGRESSMAN JUDD GREGG-The candidte
and students are taught to learn , for governor will be in tne MUB to meet with students
informally at 12:15 p.m. Bring all questi9ns ~nd concerns ..
tne facts.
She said the Soviet attitude
LECrURE- U.S. Congressman Judd G_reg~, 'r epublican
is, ·~learn what we tell you,"
candidate for Governor of New Hampshire, New Hampcon::ipared to the American
shire.s's Future and You." Strafford Room, MUB, 12:45 p.m.
emphasis on individual creativity. Dueto this emphasis on the
WOMEN'S TENNIS- vs. Connecticut, Field House, 3 p.m.
teaching of facts, the Soviets ·
tend to excel in the sciences and
HOMECOMING::__ Giant Twister Game. Kappa Sigma Lawn,
in languages. English is a very
4 p.m., free. · .
.
.
popular s~cond language in the DEBATE- Resolved: That UNH should be allowed to build
Soviet Union.
additional ho1._1sing facilities on the property adjacent to A
Bronstein said that it would
lot. Merrimack Room, MUB, 6 p.m.
.
,be a great privilege for the
Soviet students to study here.
SPANISH/CLASSICS FILM- "Elisa Vida Mia;-' Room 303,
The Soviets will select them,
James, 7-9_p.m., $1. .
·
,
·
making sure they choose reliable
students, who will benefit from
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES- "The Price of Health: Social
the experience. The students
Choice in America," Marc Hiller, associate professor of health
management and policy: Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m.
_
selected are required to be fluent
in English.
CELEBRITY SERIES- Stephen Petroni.o Company, Modern
Brontein ·said that one of the
dance. Paul Arts, Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
.
pr~blems in bringing the students here would be to find host
HOMECOMING- Fac;ulty, Staff & Student Coffeehouse.
families willing to take them
Niche, 8-11 P·~:
·
over Thanksg-iving recess, be.cause the university shuts down
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19
during this time. ·
POSTER SALE- Rock & Film posters.'.Granite State Room
Glasnost, the Soviet effort
Lobby, MUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
·
toward openness, has "definitely" made a difference in relaCELEBRITY SERIES- s·t ephen Petronio Company· modern ' .
tions. An exchange never would
dance', special lecture demonstration. Johnson Theater, Paul
have happened a few years ago,.
Arts; 11 a.m., open to public, $3. Tickets: MUB Ticket Office
Bronstein said, but there is still
862-2290;
·
a great deal, of red tape on both
sides to solve.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES- Film: "It's
She said that student support
Never Too Late," Portrait of an elderJy woman who changes
careers at age 70 and comes out at 72. Forum Room, Dimaond
of the exchange is necessary for
Library, noon to 1 p.m.
this to happen. She said that
students here need to realize
HOMECOMING-,-ATO's Men's Ensemble. MUB Pllb, 12:30
the clout they have, if they want
· p.m:, free.
the exchange to happen. ·
WOMEN'S SOCCER- vs. Hartford, ·Feild House, 3 p.m.

.................................
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Adefense
against cancer
can be cooked u1
in your kitchen.
- There is evidence that
diet and cancer are related.
Follow these modifications in
your daily diet to reduce
chances of getting cancer:
1. Eat more high-fiber foods
such as fruits and vegetables
and whole-grain cereals.
2 ~ Include dark green and
·qeep yellow fruits and vegeta:b]es rich in vitamins A and C.
3 ~ Include cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
cauliflower.
4. Be -m oderate in consumption of salt-cured, smoked, and
nitrite-cured foods.
·5. Cut down on total fat intake from animal sources and
fats ana oils.
6. Av~id obesity.
✓-7. Be moderate in consumption of alcoholic beverages. ·
No one faces Cancer.alone.

l
t
~

ITALIAN FILM-:- "In the Name of the Pope-King (1985)."
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m.
·
.
HOMECOMING-- Musical Review. Stillings Patio, 7:30
pim.,$1.
.
'
I

'

-

~

THURSDAY,OCTOBER20

POSTER SALE- Rock & Film posters ..Ganite State Room
Lobby, MUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
' .
,
.
, HOMECOMING_:_ Banner Contest Judging, 3-5 p.m., $5

PREPARE FM A GOa> PAYN; PART-TIE M VACA1°' JCB

entry fee.

·LEARN~g
BARTENDING
EARN EXTRA 1·NCOME
CALL
ORWRITE

_TODAY
\

·

.

-

,

HOMECOMING- Bed Races, lower quad,-6 p.m., free. ·
LECTURE AND VIDEO- "The Story of the AIDS Names
uilt Project," Nancy Katz, one of the directors of the Names
uilt ProJect~ Forum Room, Library, 6:30-8:30 p.m. ·
,

8

MASTER
. _
BARTENDER SCHOOL

0

MUSC FILM- "Shoot to Kill.'' Str~fft>rd Room,' MUB, 7
and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. . . · . · . . ·

84 MAN STREET

m.

·

HOMECOMING__.: Pajama Party. Weat your PJ's to the dining
hall tonight and get a free gu~st pass..
,

N::WMARl<ET, N::W HMf>SHRE 03857

FM FREE EIRCX:KH:.,

.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM- Peter Fernald, "Carl ·
Rog.ers: Behaviorist Incognito."-Room, 101/102, Conant,
4-5 p.m. Open to public.

659-3718

HOMECOMING- Musical Review- Stillings Patio, 7:30
p.m.
.

FRIDAY, .OCTOBER 21
HOMECOMING- F_lQat Comest, :UAC Pai;king Lot, 5 p._m.,
.Entry Fee $10. Parade, down Mam St., 5:45 p.m. Bonfire,
,\6: 3~. p.m., _low:er Quad. Street Celebration, .upper Quad, 7 :45
p.m.,T-Shm Contest, 9 p.m.
_

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY_' _·

-

1,

HOMECOMING_:_ Wacky Olympics. Murkland Lawn, 4 p.m.,
fr~
.
.·
.

.................~·············~
.
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DEBATE- ~e it resolved t1:iat Tailg~tin~should b~ abloish~d
at U~H durmg Hom_ecommg. Upper uad (outside),(Ram .
locat10n: Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB 8-9 p.m. ·
·.
FACULTY CONCERT,SERIES- Robert Stibler, trumpet,
John Skelton, organ, Gathleen Wilson Spillane, soprano.
St. Georg's Churcfi, Durham,_8 p.m.

--.../
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NOTICE
ATHLETICS & RECREATION .

11th ANNUAL lOK HOMECOMING ROADRACE: · Sponsored by Refcreational Sports.--Course
through Durham, Lee and UNH Campus. Saturday,
October 22. Start on Mast Road by A lot, 9 a.m.,
$8 prior to 10/ 19 at 4 p.m., $10 day of race. Call
Rec. Sports. 862~2031 for more information.

Boozeom eter asks
why students .drink .·
.

ALCOHOLIC ANONYMOUS MEN'S STEP MEETING: Fridays, Health Services Library, noon-1 p.m.

.

.

-

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Mondays and Wednesdays, Conference Rqom, Health
Servirns, noon-1 p.m.
·

By Curtis Graves
standard reply: "Because it's
People need to take ·_ a serious · there." ·
look at their drinking habits and
As the flow of the conversaMEETINGS
inake adjustments if their drink- tion turned from the university
ing causes them negative con- to the world at large, students
GENERAL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK '89: Info meeting
sequences.
spoke out about alcohol adverfor all interested_in going to the Bahamas for: Spring
This was one of many con- tising, which is becoming more
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. DAY RALLY:
Break with the UNH Ski Club. Trip sign-ups with
Sponsored by the Diversity Co111mittee.-To be held
clusions reached last night in and more direued toward a
deposits due at meeting. Tuesday, 0ctober 18,
at the State House in Concord Saturday, October
Carrnll/ Belknap Room, MUB, 9-10 p.m.
an informal discussion, called younger market.
22, 1-4 p.m. Bus leaving the MUB at 11 :30, returning
' \Boozeomet,e r," which was atOne student mentioned an ad
at 5:30 p.m. $2 non-refundable deposit required
_UNH DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: Anyone
tended by about 25 students. The that implied that the d-ifference
to reserve a seat. Contact Marianne Fortesque in
interested in Debate Society is encouraged to attend
discussion was l;ield in. Eaton between freshman and seniors
the Student Activities Office (1524) for further
with no obliga,.tion. Tuesday evenings, Senate/
House of the Minidorms at 8:30, · was •that freshmen waited unt1l ,
details and to sign up for bus trip.
Merrimack Room, MUB, 6 p.m.
and was led by KathleenGildea- the weekend to drink, while
Dinzeo, assistant director of s~niors had savvy enough to
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING: Learn
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: To discuss clinic
public relations for Health drink all week long.
dances from around the world. Teaching and request
and watch videos. Tuesday, October 18, Horsebarn
dancing. Beginners welcome. No partner necessary.
Services.
"Alcohol distributors claim
Classroom,.S- p.m.
Sunday, October 23. Granite State Room, MUB,
The purpose of the discussion they don't direct their adver- '
7:30-10 p.m., free. .
·
YOUNG ~EPUBLICANS: Meeting to discuss _
was to get students to ~onsider rising toward minors," Gildeacampaigns, bringing national speakers to UNH
the drinking process: Why they Dinzeo said. "But how many
BIBLE STUDY: General overview of the scriptures.
and to promote republican candidates. Wednesday,
drink,
the differ~nce betwe.en freshman do you know who
Newcomers always welcome! Thursdays, Waysmeet
October 19, Hillsborough Room, MUB, 2 p.m. and
responsible and irresponsible aren't under 21?"
Protestant Student Center, 15 Mill Rd., 7 p.rn.
5 p.m
drinking, how to help others
Another consequence of adwith drinking problems
vertising is that people now
T.G.I.F PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the NonUNH 4-H CLUB MEETING: Discussing plans .
Gildea-Dinzeo urged the stu- tend to view alcohol as someTraditional Student Center, Pette House, noon
for the annual haunted hay ride. Contact Shawn
to 1:30.
~
dents to speak out about why thing other than a drug. "TyEvans, or Daryle 868-3257. Wednesday, October
19, Kendall 212, 7:30 p.m.
they drink.' Some of the reasons lenol is a drl,!g." one man said.
·
CANNED.FOOD DRIVE: Sponsored by Accountthe students gave were to "be "Most people don ~t th.jnk of
ing Students Association-.•.A canned food drive to
CG.LB.A. MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Informanaccepted," "get rid of stress," alcohol as a drug .. .it's a drink.".
benefit a local·charity. Containers for donations
t ion call 862-1008. Wednesday, October 19, 2nd
and
to "lose inhibitions." One · _j\.nother important topic
will be distributed around campus, Saturday,
floor Conference Room, Health Services Building,
woman
said she drank because raised was ·the issue of alcohNovember 19- Tuesday, November 22, before
7 p.m.
· ·
she liked the taste of mudslides. olism. -Gildea-Dinzeo said that
Thanksgiving. Watch the New Hampshire for
male children of alcoholic parfurther details.
BLACK STUDENT UNION MEETING: Black
"Peer pressure" was also ents are four times as likely to
students most encouraged; all are welcome!
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES:
- given as a reason to drink. Once become alcoholics themselves.
Wedrresday, October 19th, lounge, Smith Hall,
Susan Goodman, English and Women's Studies,
9:30 p.m. _
the topic of -peer pressure was Female children, however, are
. UNH. "Edith Wharton on Mothers and Daughters."
brought up, several students less likely to become alcoholics
Wednesday, October 26th, Hillsborough Sullivan
DEMOCRATIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
volunteered to tell of their own than the average person when
Room, MUB, noon-1 p.m.
MEETING: Upcoming activities relating to .the
personal experiences they had raised under the auspices of
Democratic Presidential, Gubernatorial, and
had with it.
_
.
· "' alcoholics.
HEALTH
Congressional races will be discussed and planned.
-, Gildea-Dinzeo attempte,d to
One man mentioned the ubiqInterested Students encouraged to attend. Thursuity -of alcohol at social func- give a coherent definition for
AIDS AND STD'S: Discusses sexually transmitted
days, 140, Ham/ Smith, 7 p.m.
_tions. He said that being in a the dubious term "alcoholic".
diseases including AIDS. Medical information, ··
symptoms and psycho-social issues. Tuesday,
crowd where everyone is drink- · "The line between 'alcoholic'
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
October 18, Alexander Hall, 8:30 p.m., and
ing constitutes peer pressure, ·, and 'problem drinker' ·i s
Christensen 3A, 9:15 p.m.
Non-c~edit courses are free of charge. Register
whether someone actively en- blurred," Gildea-Dinzeo sai"d.
online on the VAX/ VMS systems by entering the
courages someone else to- drink "Basically, an alcoholic is someRELATIONSHIPS: A discussion of healthy and
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Holbert
or
not.
one who is physically and/ or
unhealthy relationships. Wednesday, October 19,
prompt ($). Cufs users should tab down to
Gildea-Dinzeo said that al- psychologically dependent on
Hetzel Hall, 7 p.m.
"OtherSetvices" on the menu and type "TRAINcohol is" "called the social lub- alcohol."
ING". Call 3667 to register if you do not have access
ricant," and for good reason.
A "problem drinker," accordLIQUOR AND YOUR LEPE: A look at the impact
to the above. All classes ate held in Hamilton Smith,
Consuming alcohol creates, a ing to Gi_ldea-Dinzeo, is someof alcohol on relationships. Thursday, October
Roon 7, unless otherwise stated:
_20, Carroll Room, MUB, 6 p.m.
temporary "bond" between one who continues to drink even
HYPERCARD: Inrtoduction to HyperCard, ap people, which is a very appeal- though he or she knows drinkADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Inforplicatin development software, Demonstration
ing aspect of the drug, Gildea- ing is having deleteriour effects
mation and meeting confir_mation; 742-2002, ext
of sample stacks and an overview of HyperTalk,
Dinzeo said.
on his or her life.
512. Conference Room~ 2nd Floor Health Services,
the programming language used within HyperCard.
One woman said that some
After the meeting, Gildea1-2 p.m.
Prerequisite: Using a Macintosh or equivalent
people drink in order to give Dinzeo said ·that it may be true'
·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -______e_x__,__e_n_·e_n_ce....,_,_F_ri_d~a...,_,_O_c_to-'-b....:.e_r2_8::. . ,. ;_9_;.a.;_.m.;._;_;t.. .:.o_n.. .:.o. .; .o=n•;....__ __... th
emse 1ves a n -1·denti"ty. "Yo u that mankind has ari innate
hear people say, ' so and so is desir~ to ex-per.ience altered
crazy ... he'll drink anything,"' consc10usnes_s.
she said.
But in order to move toward
Another reason given for . a healthier use of alcohol, we
drinking was the dsk factor _must learn to accept that alcohol
involved. "Why climb a µioun..: is a drug, and clarify its use,
tain?'' one man asked. He ans- Gildea-Dinzeo said.
Seacoast
wered himself by giving the
Cr;sis Pregnancy Center,
1

_ regnant.;
Need Help?

------TRUS TEES~--..- -

FREE,& COJl!FIDENTIAL
.pregnancy testing
.n,unceling & informatior,
.practical support

We Care!

HOTLINE 749-4441
90 Washington Streo,t
Suite 306 B, Dover.NH

'¥¥¥.¥¥¥¥¥\
I

(c<>_ntinued from_page 1)
is delayed, the Board of Trustees
dairy
voted to include a clause 'in the
cows, and 80 calves and heifers,"
contract-with R.C. Foss & Son, _said Schwab.
Inc. stating that every day after
· According to Schwab, the
June 30, 1989 that the pr0ject complex will also include, a tie
cis delayed, a $500 penalty will sta-11 barn, small calf barn, freebe imposed. :
·
·
stall building for heifers and dry
"I have every expectation that cows, milk~ng and holding fajt will be completed on time," cility, surgery room, storage
Azzi said.
facility, and student residence
The new· dairy c enter will quarters.
·
replace the .dairy facility, which
Land for hay and corn crops
is located next to the Thompson and an exercise yard are also in
School of Applied Science·. . _ the site plan for the dairy center.
At this point, the Board of
The appeal of the existing --Trustees do n·o t expect an in- UNH dairy facility to prospeccrease in operating expenses tive :students and faculty is low,
when the new dairy center is said Schwab. -"There are not
employed.
_ .
,
many dairy students right nowThe dairy center will be used ... (many) are going out of state."
by the two and four year animal
Schwab feels that the new
science program at the univer- complex wilH1elp UNH become
sity, Schwab s'aid. ·
-. a leader in the dairy research
The location of the new dairy . and teaching fields in this area
center will be on route 15 5 next of the country.
\
to the route 4 .by-pass.
, "I am very, very pleased (with
"The facility is going to · the project)," said Schwab.
handle ·100 ~i!Jcji;ig ,c_o~s,, 2_~
1
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UMaine investiga tes hazing
By Alan Ammann
In an attempt to maintain a
positive image within the Greek
system, the national headquarters for Alpha Chi Omega
sorority is investigating an
alleged hazing incident at the
University of Maine at Orono.
The incident reportedly occurred at midnight, on Sep- .
tetnber 25, after sisters of the
Delta Theta chapter ha~ driven
16 blindfo1ded pledges to a
cemetery i11 Bangor, Maine.
Once there, the pledges· were
told to walk between two rows
of sisters. At the end of the rows
the pledges ~ere marked i:n the
lower back with a metal Alpha
Chi Omega stamp.
The stamp had been heate1
and several of the pledges
received minor burns.
According to a pr~ss release
by U of Maine at Orono, last
y.,eek the school rescinded recognition of its local chapter
of Alpha Chi Omega sorority
chapter.
·
An anonymous caller later
reported the incide'nt to the
university conduct office. After
a~ investigation, the university_

rescinded official recognition
of the Delta Theta chapter.
.
"The chapter was already on_
probation and must wait two
years before being eligible to
_regain recognition," said
Dwi~ht Rideo~t, dean of student
servtces.
Investigatoi: William Laugh- .
lin of U -Maine's Public Safety .
Division said disciplinary actions would be handled solely
by the school's c6nduct office.
"The university has a proce-'
dure in place to handle hazing,"
;Laughlin said.
· He added that, "because of
- the willingness of the feina-le
participants in the incident, and
the minor nature of the injuries," further court action was
not being considered.
_
Disciplinary action may, however, be taken by Alpha ·Chi
Omega's- national headquarters
in Indianapolis, Indiana.
According to Nancy.Leonard_,
the nation's executive director,
a representative has been sent
to U-Maine.
"We have a-very strict nonhazing policy and we are aggressively" investigating the inci-

· dent," Leonard said. "If any
wrongdoing is discovered, we
·will certainly take appropriate
actions."
These may iriclude the withdrawal of Delta Theta chapter's
charter and the de-sistering of
its members, rshe said.
The UNH chapter of Alpha
Chi Omega also strongly condemns any form of hazing.
"We are a non-hazing sorority," said UNH Alpha Chi
Omega Chapter President, B~tsy
McCutcheon, "as are all the
sororities at UNH. Pledging
should be a time for getting to
kno,~ the .sisters and having
fun.
Although she felt the incident
at U-Maine was an accident, she
insisted that there was "no
reason for this kind of _thing to
have happened."
An ex-pledge at U-Maine,
who wished to remain anno. nymous, agrees. "The pledges
knew the sisters weren't trying
to hurt us. Still, it was a m•istake."
·
U-Maine Alpha Chi Omega
President Beth She.a was unavailable for comment.

HAALAND - - - - ~ ~

(continued from page 1)
~rages, is .meant to improve the article, thinking that 1t ed to represent the student body
communications before prob:- would not contribute tO'positive and Karen Polak is on the
lems occur, while the UCEC dialogue on the issue."
housing committee, " said Haawquld investigate problems
Haaland added, "I feel strong- land. "I -feel that should be
after the fact.
· ly about the need for housing enough."
_
One -of the UCEC's first tasks, for six hundred students."
The two senators who origHammond said, will be to inWhen asked about different inally proposed the creferendum .
vestigate former Campus incidents where the students were happy Haaland had atPlanner Felix De Vito's role as felt there was a lack of commu:n:: tended and there was open
a worker for Aring Schroder, ication in the decision-making . discussion, but were not satisfied
the con:ipany hired to handled process, speciffraHy the deci- with his answers.
preliminary studies of the new- sions· made on Stoke Hall; the
"He seemed to not ans wer
housing sites.
. ~ .
regist r ation !'ate .fee and.. the questions direcdy,"s aid.Gamble.
Questioned on the eth-ics·of Field House renovations, Haa- - "He answered some, but on
the .situation during the meet- land said, "It's true that com- others he beat around the bush.
ing, Haaland said he saw no munication hasn't been what
."I feel the people who are
problem with the decision to · it should be ·and could be."
affected most should have more
· use Aring·Schroder, but admit"However, it's not true for representation (the LS & A
ted that ·in "hindsight" of the all the items mentioned."
students) . Also, I d-on't think
ethical questions raised, it would
With the Stoke issue, Haaland he really answered the late fee ,
.caused less problems if another said changes for the dorm were question. We should have been
company had been chosen.
planned the summer imme- in on the decision making."
Haalanq went on to describe diately following the rape which
Garthwaite said that Haaland
how each of the· constituents he occured there fifteen months "knows now to get around a
serves expects so~ething dif- ago.
· thorough question."
ferent from him in doing his
, "In the fall of '87, I announced
'Tm a lot more confident in
job. Baalnd said while trustees at the convocation that Stoke my original position than beand legislature want to see him Hall would be changed," said fore/' said Garthwaite.
as a tough manager, students Haaland. "I asked the Dean of
Wendy Hammond said she
and parents want him to be Student Affairs to work with was "very satisfied" with Haaconcerned about the rights of · a committee to make the land's answers, but added, "I
all -people in the system and to changes.
wish there had been more
· _provide .a safe, healthy envir"I beli~ve we will c°'ntinue _ questions about the new housonment in which to learn.
to reduce the number of students I ing."
Meanwhile, Haaland said he living in the facility over time.
---·
must be a "charismatic speaker
."-With the Field Hous~, ~ met _
.......j
for . the alumni, " a ' 'colleague ' w1th the student body president
-1
who supports concepts.of teach- and student body vice president
(continued fro m page ,3)
ing and research" to the faculty, over a year ago.
_
Out-of-state students also
and " an effective chief execu"We had alerted people t!"iat expressed their concerns over
tive" for the staff. - ~
we woulc;l be coming back (to · the tuition increase and the lack .
· "_T hrough all this, I ha"Ve to that -issue) ."
of information about the budget.
keep some sense of things and
Haal and · sai d t he fee was ·
"I realize the need for ( the
do _my job," said Haaland. "We requested and passed in March, increase) , but I do fee l th at
(the administration) are anxious : but when people voiced co n- UN B is ge tting expe nsive in
to do our jobs as well as we can." cerns "we pulled back"
cor:qpar-i sion to o ther unive r "The president inore than .
"I support the la te fee,''. said . sities," said Maria Demos.
anyone else is responsible for Haaland. "Everyone who pays "Maybe the budget 'repo rt
looking ahead."
_
their bills on time have been should be published for students
Haaland did admit an ·error -subsidizing those who don't, and to see.''.
was made and that there was that's not fair.
. '
Curre ntly , only the UNH
a lack of communicadon con "It's really" not a late fee, but budget for fiscal year 1988 is
cerning the dorm si~e issue.
an interest charge. The late fee available at The Dimond Library
- "I think as president, one is a way of penalizing those who reference desk. According to
must be reasona-bly humble;" don't pay on time.''.
Rose, however , the.budget is
· said H aaland. 'Tm willing to
Gamble asked Haaland if he public information and available
say that we didn't do that well, would consider putting another - fo r student review.
that it could be done better."
student on the ad hoc committee
The problem, according to
When asked abou t a forum · concerning the new dorm site, Rose, is . that · the' "a.verage .·
article he submitted to Th e New specifically a student in the Life studen t doesn't know what
-H ampsh ire an d subseque ntly Science and Ag r iculture pro - avenues to go through" to obtain
retracted, in which he allegedly gram . Currently, the two stu- · such information . Rose ·called
_defe nded h is position on t h e . dents o n t he comm ittee are fo r m ore stude nt fo rums so
original dorm site, H aaland Wendy Hammond and Karen students could more easily ob· replied, -"I felt that the issue of Polak, chairperson for the new _ rain budget information.
student housing wouJd be lost. housing committee.. · · ·
I reconsidered and pulled back -- "Wendy Hammond was elect-
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CONGRESSMAN, · CANDIDA TE __,V I SITS
UNH:
• Judd Gregg, New Hampshire's Second District
Congressman ~nd Repul>licaq candidate for governor, will discuss "New Hampshire's Future and
You," in the Strafford Room of the UNH Memorial
Union Building, October 18 at i2:45 p.m .. His
_presentation is free and open to the public. _
"OBSERVATORY OPEN:
The ,UNH obs~rvatory will be open to the public ·
Frid,ay, October 14 and 28 from 8 to 10 p.m.. Located
in the west field of the university Field House, the
observatory is equipped with a 14-inch Celestron
telescope. The building, however, is unheated and
can accomodate orily a few people at once, therefore,
visitors are advised to dress accordingly. The '
odservatory will close if weath_e r is not permitting.
For more information, contact the Physics Depart. ment at 8q2.:1950.
PUBLIC SREVICE ANNOUNCEMENT:
Registration for new voters and correction of
the checklist will be held on Tuesday, October 18,
. from 7-9 p.m., and on Saturday, October 29, from
11 a.m. to 1_2 noon. The Supervisors of the Checklist
•w ill be at the Durham Town Hall and proof of
citizenship is required for new voter registration:
This includes a birth certificate, passport, or
naturalization papers. Current checklists are posted
at the Town Hall, the Post Office, and Memo.r ial
Building.

SUPPORT GROUPS
' PARTENERABUSE:
Free, confid~ntial discussion groups for womeninterested in exploring partner abuse issues will
be held in Durham, Thursday nights from 6 to· 8
P:m:, begining on October 20 arid continuing for
e1ght weeks. Topics will range f-!'om "Why Does
Abuse Happen?" to "Deciding to Leave-Deciding
to Stay". For more information, call Holly .at A
Safe Place, 1-800-852-3311.
··
·

WORKSHOPS·
AEROBIC INSTRUCTORS TRAINING:
Sante (Seacoast Aerobic Network for Training
and Education) will be giving an Aerobic Instructor
Basics Course at the Franklin Fitness Center,
- . Durham, on October 22 and 23. The seminar offers
the latest information in the fitness industry and
is geared toward preparation for national' certification. The cost of the class is $125. For- more
information contact Sante ar (603)742-0866 or Lisa Hergot_t of the Franklin Fitness Center at (603 )8681105.

·,

IN VESTMENT FOR WOMEN:
"Investment Strategies for Women" is a one day
workshop offered by the UNH Divisi_o n of
Continuing Education o n Thursday, Octob~r 20
fro m 9 a.m . to 4 p .m .. For reg istrat io_n or m ore
information call 862-2015.

·EXHIBITS
CONTEMPORARY CRAFTS:
·
_The League of New Hampshire Craftsmen's 14th
Annual Juried Exhibit will be held at UNH, October
22 through December 12 . Showcasing the latest
trends in contemporary .and traditional crafts, the.
exhibition will .be in the University Art Galleries,
located in the Paul Creative Arts Center. The exh ibit
is free and open to the public.

'

.,
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SHOR TS

Is fre~dom worth a felony?

By Pamela DeKoning .
Students who think they've
pulled the wool over the eyes
of liquor officials in the state
of New Hampshire have anothAMERICAN HEALTH POLICIES:
er thing coming. Everybody does
"The Price of H_ealth: Social Choice in America,'.'
it. Nobody gets caught:
will be discussed by Marc Hiller, UNH associate
Your friends are ·.21 and
profe~sor of health administration and policy, at
they' re going downtown. Somethe third presentaton by the UNH Fall Faculty
one suggests you use her inforLecture Series. Hiller's objective is to bring about
mation to get a duplicate license
policy-level realities that will influence the health
and a liquor ID. It's foolproof,
car~ sys_tem in the United States. The lecture, to
right? - your pi,ture. on an
be held 'Tuesday, October 18 at 7:30. p.m; in the
official license.
Elliot Alumni Center, is f~ee and open to the public.
If you've thought about using
friend or sibling's information
. TWIN FLAMES & SOUL MATES:
to get a 'real' fake ID from the
"Twin Flame and Soul Mates", a lecture sponsored
state, think about the penalties
by Summit University, will explore the difference
if found guilty of this felony
between soul mates and twin flames,. relationships,
_
charge.
marriage, and working together on the spiritual
A felony is a record that stays
path. The program. will be held at The New Engiand
, with you for life and is punishaCenter Mansfield Room, 15 Strafford Ave, Durham,
ble by one to five years in jail
on Sunday,, October 23 froin 6:30 to 8:30 p.m ..
·
and a $250-$1,000 fine.
Admission is $3.00. For more information call
and
you
with
stays
felony
"A
.'
.
224-1801.
limits your career by up to 80
percent," said Robert Pierce,
Liquor Commissioner. "While
RELATIONSHIPS:
a misdeme,arior offense rarely
"Social Relationships: In Sickness and in Health,"
carries.a jail term, a felony rarely
will be discussed by,Rebecca Warner, UNH associate ·
·
doe::s not," he said.
professor of psychology, a.t the fin.t.l presentation
Students eager to join ,9lder
in the UNH Fall Faculty .Lecture Series. Her talk,
friends in bars don't think of
- to be held on Tuesday, 9ctober 25 at 7:30 p.m. in
the risks involved.
the Elliot Alumni Center, is free and open to _the
"You can't think about the
public.
·penalties. You just have to think
of the advantages. You can go
HEALTH CARE:
out with who you want to when
Alvin L. Schorr, author of "Common Decency:
you want to," said a student who
·Domestic Policies After Reagan," wiH speak on
obtained a duplicate license' and
"Chaos or Order in Health Care" at the School of
liquor ID with her sister's ID.
Health Stu<,iies' Annual Distinguished Lecture.
Grace Hanson of the New
address
Schorr, an expert on :U.S. social policy,
Hampshire Department of Mothe state of the country's health care system. The
tor Vehicles (DMV) said New
lecture will be held in the Strafford Room of the
Hampshire has a tight system
UNH Memorial Union Building on Monday, October _
when it comes to fake IDs. She
24 at 8 p.m. and is free and open to the publ~c.
said DMV catches most people
that try to obtain them.
"Very· rarely does anyone slip
through. DMV-has a unique
system that allows us to research
- duplkates ..If a few fall through
-_-_/
FoMtuden~s,Jaculty and staff
the cracks, I think it's few and
far between," Hanson said.
Pierce said Massachusetts has
I , ;.a
a looser system that issues a lot
,:
I '/
of fraudulent licenses. One
\ .· ·, /,,
i
student who has ;i duplicate
Means It's Time to P,;otect
license and liquor ID · from
Massachusetts said she had no
.__
1/ :~· ,,. ) ( •·
Yourself Against the
problem obtaining her party
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passes.
matching the picture ori the ID
"I took a friend's info who - with the person, finding a state
had just turned 21, including seal that overlaps the photoher birth certificate, checkbook, graph, matching the signature
some credit card receipts and of the holder and the state
cancelled checks'. "
•official, he said.
"I handed the lady the birth
Photos must be smooth and
certificate. She_gave it back to Polaroid, Long said. "Official
me and asked for another form licenses are smooth with no
of ID. I gave her the receipts bumps or blemishes. When you
and stuff. She handed them back know what to look for, a fake
to me and told me to sign my, or a fixed stands out like a sore
license."
thumb."
Before she actually signed the
·
Duplicat·e licenses with a ·
license, she already had put away liquor card are accepted as valid
the documents to which her ID's just about everywhere,
signature was supposed to have ·, according to one .student who
been compared.
has such documentation, as well
The DMV tells people they as Mike Libby, manager of
are signing tHeir license _urider Nick's.
- penalty of perj'ury, said Mark "Y c;m can't deny someone
Long, ,l iquor educat_ion officer access to alcohol because they
_in New Hampshire, adding, have a dupe," said Libby. "Peo''The DMV issues licenses to ple do lose their licenses. We
drive, not to procure liquor."
require a backup ID thar is not
Th~ penalty for a traditional a dupe. If you have two duplicate
fake ID, including altered, forms, you will not get in._':
swapped and reproduced IDs
The penalty f~r persons :w};io
is a• $250-$1,000 fine, and up allow their information to be
to a year in jail; according to duplicated include a $250 Co
Mark Long, liquor education $1,000 fine, as well as loss of
_
officer.
their license, Long said.
However, finding a foolproof,
"The DMV can be fairly
rather than a passable ID is now - tough on people. You can lose
required in the wake of stiffer your license for 60 to 90 days,"
enforcement of liquor laws.
Long said.
The fixed, swapped, or bla,tEager partiers,must weigh th~ ---~
antly fraudelent ID's are easily . pros and cons to s0cial freedom.
spotted and ~ejected, Long said. Pierce warns students, "If you
Educated bartenders cor:i- want to play, be prepared to pay.
scious of liquor liability carefully A felony limits you for the rest
partol IDs looking for the real of your life."
'
thtng. Their µietl:!ods include

-If you are over age
~~'==-11,1c~=.;;;;;;;;;''4'~=;:;:;;;;;''•';;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;.il''''==;;;;J''~'==~''t '==~'
or
\
· ~" -If you have a chronic disease such as ~]
diabetes, heart, respi_tory, or kidney disease
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"ilound Trips

Participatef in three different workshops:
The MBA and You and MBA Car~rs (concurrent)
Friday, 3 p.m,, 4:30 p.m._, 6 p.m.
Saturday, 11 a.m., 12:30 p.m., 2 p.m.
~~~~';,~J:~~o;~~kturday, 12:30 p.m.
Ca11'(800) 537-7982 for workshop descriptions.
,, Register for the MBA Foru~ and workshops at the door.
The charge is $5 daily.
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Meet representatives from 85 of the country's leading graduate ·
management schools. Receive the free booklets The MBA
and You and Financial Aid Facts for Future MBAs. Purchase
The Official Guide/or GMAT Review, The Official Guide ta
MBA Programs, aiyd The Official Software for GM~T Review.
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, Contr oversy met
over Vigil march ·
I

_looking to make a statement,
By Pamela DeKoning
Approximately 40 people not a confrontation." he said,
participated in Friday night's adding, "If he (Doricko) had a
BrotherPeace march and vigil _ reasonable, factual and intelwhich began and finished at the. lig~nt rebuttal, he's welcome
to state them."
Thompson Hall Flagpole.
"It seems like we're overBrotherPeace co-ordinators
Randy Spartichino, Jonathan emphasizing this sexual thing,"
Garthwaite arid Andrew Garn- Doricko said, citing an attitude
bel organized the candle-light ·on camp us that wpm en
march. The procession headed shouldn't be held responsible
up Main Street, turned on for their actions when intoxMadbury Road and went back icated but men should. "Girls
Can have sex, go home, feel
up Ga.rrison Avenue to T-Hall.
- Marchers chanted the follow- - remorse and cry rape the next
ing lines as they proceeded, day," he said.
The woman can be the ag"whatever women wear, wherever wowen go, yes means yes . gr,essor in sexual activity, and and· no means no," "gay, the man can still be accused and
straight, black or white, we can found guilty of rape . if the
all share the night," and "break woman never physically said
Students gath~red on the T-Hall lawn· for the BrotherPeace speakout Friday afternoon. (Eric. the silence, end mens violence." yes, according to Doricko.
Stites photo)
He said this · male side of .
- The group was confronted by
Delta Chi brother John Doricko sexual assault was not represw ho followed the group first ented in the BrotherPeace for .(continued from page 1)
on a bicycle and then in a car, mat and that, "there is a sit"ent
st
d
end, our national appetite for sexuals. She gave an emotional
to
affairs,
udent
of
dean
an
dent
organcould
we
wish
majority.I
honk· shouting obscenities and
plea to the crowd to think twice
Rambo needs to end."
ing his horn, according to Garth- ize and do something about it." st ated th at it is "possible to
before pointing or laugping at
scheanother
Wescott,
Jeff
·
commit
we
if
violence
eradicate
Assoand
Students
of
Dean
waite.
th
The Greek system endorsed ciate _V ice President J. Gregg · ourselves to acknowledging at duled speaker, spoke · about ' someone because of their sexual
violence in the home. When he preference.
BrothetPeace through the Inter Sanborn said the University it is occurring."
"I feel the need right now to On th e same no-te, speak er - was a boy, 'he "told the crowd,
Fraternity and Panhellenic Coun- Conduct System will be invescils. Dean Sanborn said he was tigating Doricko's behavior in · Rick Cote said, "I choose to his female cousin of the same announce to you that I am not
respo nd to my miS t akes ·by young age told him her father gay, and that in itself is terrible ...
pleased by the Greek system's this incident.
Marcher,s met ~erbal attacks · making commitments to change was in the habit of forcing her I have close friends who cannot _
involvement in BrotherPeace
th
date or hold bands in public,"
to have sexual intercourse.
at Sunday night's Student Senate in front of Stoke Hall . '-and th em." Among ese commitThe guilty feelings he carried Stickler said. "They can't tell
Sawyer Hall where- residents ments were to •·•communicate
meeting.
to this day which resulted from their parents about themselvesMike Sciola, Greek Coordi- shouted at them through win- clearly wi th women ... byndasking
th
nator attended the march and dows. Chants of "rap·e, rapy, them what ey feel a want his silence on her problem still .. .It doesn't matter who you love,
but that you love."
rape," were yelled from Stoke's a nd by expressing my own haunt hi.r,n.
.
vigil.
Minutes later a woman apHe compared the incident to
·
feelings."
Doricko said he didn't feel the windows.
d
th
at the podium .and anp~ared
fence
The
fence.
link
chain
a
"fio
to
crowd
e
asked
Cote
not
was
he
Garthwaite said
BrotherPeace program aderld a safer built around,_his cousins yard · nounced that she was gay. She
quately addressed th(\problem surprised and not discouraged ways to make th is wo
place for women." Cote was one to keep out robbers in actuality asked the crowd to "think about
by this reaction.
of violence ort campus.
nd
"The problem is a very small r "This event was a beginning of many who sto0 d up a not did not keep the danger out. It why those people (homosexumen's only encircled the teal danger, als) are afraid to come out and _
of
general
in
spoke
only
~ducaand
awareness
s
afar
as
c;
min·o rity of. radical',peopl~ sort
_
say what they are."
of m~le bashing," he said. "Men ' tion," he said. · "It's also a - violen_ce: but admitted to vio- which was in the home.
woman's
this
Following
lives
our
.in
fences
have
''We
his
in
committed
had
he
lence
surand
victims
for
beginning
·
tarring
a
getting
in -g eneral are
on this campus, fraternity men vivors, as well as for men own life -a nd st ated astcommit- . that say ... women are this, and speech two other women spoke
men are better ... hoys will be · to announce that they were also
realizing -they can be men and merit to rectify his mi akes.
·
in particular."
Burt Cohen, a democrat run- boys, and girls will like it," said homosexual, and to relay their
Men, too, are victims of - not be viole~t and aggressive."
Police stopped the marchers ning for governor's council ao<l Wescott. "Get up here today, similar feelings to the people.
violence, he said, and the victims ·
nd
At exactly t-hree o'dock the
· of "the latest wave of sexism in front of the MUB driveway professor of hi st0 ry a politics grab a corner of the fence, and
crowd participated in three
,_
which is manffested by. femi- and asked for a permit. Once on sabbatical at New Hamp-: let us bring it down."
Andrew Gamble, another co- minutes of silence in recognition
·Spartichino produced a permit, shire College, said "male vionism."
th
According to Doricko, the . the march was allowed to con- lence is political. Politics is e ~coordinator of the speak-out, of victims of violence and eveeconomy of violence, wi th peo- said, "There is not only violence ryone around the world who is
marchers stopped in front of tinue.
nd abroad, but home at UNH. I). part of BrotherPeace. A single
Observers were hanging out pie ma~~uvering for power a
Delta Chi and "seemed to taunt
few years ago there was a man echo_ing beat on a dru.m every
windows on .Main Street as the control. ·
and yell at- it (Delta Chi)."
Cohen continued by defining stabbing people behind the fifteen seconds pierced the
Garthwaite .said, "As we marchers passed. No opposition
- moved up Madbury Rd, ~e was noticed when passing down politics as th e act of "4urling library. There was a bomb threat silence to signify a woman
\
chunks of lead into the flesh of in Hubbard Hall, and already getting battered.
moved at a pretty steady, pace, Main Street.
0th
th
also coGarthwaite,
Jonathan
have
there
UNH
at
year
this
side...
er
e
on
people
the
cha.irman
Merton
Andrew
not diverting it (the march and
accompanying chants) toward oJ UNH's journali;rri depart- . J!.s.in a revolutiono_r an eled:ion." -- been seven sexual assaults re- coordinator of_the speak-out,
told the crowd "when this day
by · ported."
- · · -- He concluded his
·
anyone."
Another speaker, Steve ends these feelings (to end
violence
declaringthat"for
"The people marching were VIGIL, page 11
Collen, said '.'we can set an men's violence) can't change.
example. (We should) not con,. Unless you make it a part of your
tinue the old ways· of gettihg life it doesn't work."
. In a closing statement, Spar. what we want by force."
Wendy Hammond, UNH stu- tichin·o summed up the general
dent body president, spoke with ·atmosphere of the event. ":!?eace
the same vigor. "When you I begins with us here today."
According to Garthwaite,
degrade other human beings you
strip them of their personhood." Friday evening held a candleChris .Fleinming spoke about light march in recognition of
prejudices of many kinds. ·"We the nature of BrotherPeace in
have to stop stereotyping peo- ·_ which appro~imately, 40 peopleple ... with each person you ~eet participated. The march rnm- .
you have to say thi_s is _ an menced at the T-Hall lawn,
individµal and a real person. continued to Main Street, along
Listen to what they have to Madbury Road, anq up Garrison
say... Break the chains of racism · Avenue, and finally ended at THall.
and sexism."
'-'We've got all these people
Flemming also spoke on the
issue of those who may deserve thinking about it now, and I·
an opportunity to attend college want to make it permanent,"
but are not able to-afford it. "The -Garthwaite said.
An organizational meeting
campus should target more
diverse people (to accept as for BrotherPeace will take place
- sometime within the next two
students)", he said.
Julie Stickler, a student, di- weeks, and according to Garthrected her speech to those who waite, anyone who would like
are prejudiced towards homo-: to be involved is welcome.

· BROTH ERPEAC E----~--- ~
---~-

. \

Br~theri>eate endorsements (photo by Sharon Donovan)
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were . the
good ol' . days

First Choice on Campas. since 1979
T-Shirts

PAM DEKONING
Stoke Han.· People used to laugh when I said I liyed there.
They said, "Stoke never changes, no matter who lives there."
I didn't understand.
_
Now I do.
It's not the-people, and it's not even the building. It's t~e
attitude.
Freshmen are siihply-· a unique group of people who are
in ~ transition period.
Stoke is full of freshmen. Every school has a Stoke. An
over-sized dorm bve;loaded with first-year students who
get stuck in the dorm and an atmosphere second-year
students tend to desert.
Stoke was a place to party all night, bomb cars with dining
hall apples and ice cream cones, compare volume-drinking
stories and generally horrify one another.
It is a place for adjusting to college life and deciding how
one perceives their image' of self. It is through this proc~ss
, _ that we decide how we want others to see ourselves.
Freshmen war stories. We all have them. Somehow, with
. _time, they, become less and less important. I began to feel
old ~hen I began to feel embarassed by them. I got drunk for the very first time on Stoke eighth. Three
.Seagram's wine coo.lers that tasted better coming up than
they did going down.
By the end of my first semester, I was proud to say I could
k-eep up with a girl that lived down the hall. She could drink
more than any male or female I'd ever known. We started
· out splitting six packs. By the e·nd of the year we s~ared
}
cases.
Somehow, the friendships made there seem intangible:
Back then, how could life have possibly been any better?
Nobody monitored.what time.I went out or: got home. Nobody
nagged me about where I was going,-who was going to be
there, or called qhead-to see if there .would be parents at
my destination. Unlimited freedom.
Looking back, how could things have been .any worse?
Drinking to the point of vomiting, sleeping until 3:00 ·p.m.
on weekends, showering and- then worrying abput where
· _
we'd drink that night.
Standing in line at Fritzi's' a few weeks ago, ~ realized how
much had changed since I had lived within the sote.thumb
of UNH's landscape.
I. was amused, amaz~d and disgusted by the scene.
Screams, shrieks and G}ms 'n' Roses flew out the windows.
Built in screens can't hold them in. (Although-the screens
have cut down on the toilet paper, _sneakers, Domino's Pizza
boxes, vomit and urine that once decorated Stoke's
landscape.)
Although I had one~ existed within confines of those bricks,
I truly felt like an outsider looking in. The people and memories
had been replaced by new ones. Guns 'N' Roses replaced
Bon Jovi, Corona repl9ced Coors, gel replaced mousse,
out with the old in with the new.
Although I no longer choose1· to listen to Bon Jovi, pr. Guns
'N' Rosis for that matter, -I can deai with Corona (although
Heinekein's trend commercials are kind of cute). I guess
· I have somthing in comm;n with this year's crop of Stokies.
They'll probably move out and mellow out a degree or two,
and next year's group will come crashing in.
S~turday nights, which once required some ·type of mass
drinking with 30-200 acquaintances, I now spend much more
peacefully ~ith the people that are fri•ends. Two or three
beers, occasiona·l needlepoint and remembering what we
can remember about those first few months of learning what
the real world wasn't all about. Without those unforgettable
days, we'd have nothing to reminisce about.
As anoutside-inside obs_e rver, I can't say f'd do it any
. differently if I had it to do over. I'm just glad I don't
Pam DeKoning is a News Editor for The New Hampshire.

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • BasebaH Caps
_• SW'eatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom D~signs
Plus Hundreds of Specl~lty Advertising Items
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In-House Art Dept. -

·f ;•Hanes .

&~/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IOI. Greenland. NH 03840
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21 ~
_
- 7 p·m -1.1 pm
Upper ·o -uad ~ Outside

Now Sound Express --

I

Any Questions?
- Call Lee Anne fenner, 862-3300
°Jn case ·of rain:
Same time in Strafford Room, MUB
~

.-
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
~career advancement are the rule, ,,
not the exception. The gold bar
. on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, -P.O. Box 77~3, ·
_
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. ·

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAM BE.

,
•
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Bring To Life
Fresh Beauty.
B11autifu/ Hair. Hands.
F1111t. And Badg.
All mad11 passib/11 at D.
Call today Far an
appointment. 439-4414

kinko~s·
the copy center
868-6322 .
60StateRd.,_Kittery. ME

~-VIGIL _

_.

(continued from page 9)
ment, addressed the marchers
' at the vigil that followed the
march.
Merton_outlined early western heroes and contrasted their
attitudes toward women to
current attitudes. He outlined five qualities about heroes like
Alan Ladd in Shane.
First, they didn't run with the
mob;
secondly, they never took
1
advantage of a weaker party, and
always helped those in need.
Third, they opposed violence
. and tried every other alternative
means to a solution. Fourth, they ·
took responsibility for _their own
actions. FinaHy, they got in. volved ..
In order to e~courage men to
be like his heroes, Merton
encol,lraged- men to question
their actions of talking dirty_,
violence toward women, taking
responsibility for their own
actions as well as their friends.
The real man is the one who
will go against die mob to stand
· up for . what he believes in,
- Merton said.
"Tell them to stop. Tell them

rt?~r~~~;;·

51 Main Street, Durham, NH
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 - 9:00 Sat. - Sun. 10:00 - 7:00 ·

Be .
1

· , · (continued from page 2) '
their able bodied people were
taken away,Johnson said.
One solution to the problem
is to bring young people out of
the villages and back into farm- ing. To do this farming will have ,_
to be made more .attr~ctive to
the younger gen~rations by
enabling them to make money
at it, N'Diaye said.
· . "They want to food to feed
themselves and the young also
want to be able to buy things.
If there is no way to get money
in farming, then they wont do
it," N'Diaye said.
The panelists agreed that it
will ta~e a long time before .
Africa is in good shap~.
_
Acker said, the . African
farmer is intelligent and they
just need the technology to make
their farming productive. If
. there are ·ways that the government can ra·ise incentive, then
the methods to adapt crops to
dryer climates can be implemented. They n~ed more scientists and professors to help them
irriprove ;:-heir technology, said
Acker.

Al03
_Art and reason
When Mark and I decided to spend
the ·weekend at his 111.other ,s house,
I never imagined I would be walking
into a mouse's nightmare. There were cats every where.
_ .
Cat plaques, cat statues, cat clocks,
even a cat mat. I couldn't begin to duplicate her collection of kitty litter ifl spent
a year-at a garage sale. Conspicuously
absent, l~owever, was a real cat. Strange, . I thought., and bega·n to tear that a
- weekend with cat woman could be a
lot less than purr-feet.
But then she came home., and
Mark introduced her. She was
dressed surprisingly well-no
leopard pants. In fact, you · could sav she was the cat's meow,
but Ili rather not._
She offered meacup of Dutch Chocolate Mint. Now fhat was something
I co~1 ld re!ate to. Then_ she b~ot~ght it
out m th¢ most beautiful, d1st111ctly
unfelinc china Hi ever seen. As we
sipped., I found out that Mrs. Campbell
has my same weakness for chocolate,
loves the theater as much as I do, but.,
incredibh~ never saw "Cats." So Mark
and I arc.taking her next month.

General Foods® International Coffees.
~ .Share t~e feeling.

Qj
GENERAL
F0005

© 1988 General Foods Corp.
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- M.O RE-INFORMATION!
Tuesd_ay, October 18th
9-10 pm in the Carroll Belknap Rooni, MUB _ -

.

i-~~--~
MITSIJ ..

B.EGING_ING ·BLACK AND WH:ITE PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS~S ~
·. FOR $45 .. ._
_
- - CLASSES START NOVEM-BER 1,2, OR 3 FROM 7:30 TO 10PM.~.
FIVE SESSIONS.

USE THE MUSO DARKROOMS THIS SEMESTER FOR
-·ONLY$35...
"
FREE CHEM ISTRY! !!
1
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AIDS: Statistical Update
October 1988·
.

·D ffi
Easter Seals Benefit
'

Volleyball

./

Classic

Durham House

of Pizza

1988
Friday, Oct.21st 1pm
Men and Women's Teams
· 6 Members per team

$15 Entry Fee

Sforpio"s
P·r ovisions

.

· • The number of reported cases in•the
. US is 73,223.
-• Over half of the people known to have
AIDS have already died.
• Over 1.5 million .Americans are infected with the AIDS virus (HIV).
• The average life expectancy •of someone who has AIDS is is-months though
3 years is not unusual-lo nger is
rare.
•Over 25% ·of those who have· AIDS
or are infected with the AIDS virus (HIV)
. are heterosexua l.
.• Our best ·w eapon against AIDS is,

HOUGHTON'S
HARDWARE

Prizes Include:

fi\@@li®IZ Vollevpall sneakers · ·
Anheuser/Bu,sch Trophies

still prevention . For more information regarding safer sex, anony-m ous
HIV antibody counseling and testing,
~nd communit y referral, please call
The Office of Health Education & Pro- ·

Contact Sean Conner or Vern Hickey home 743-3816
SAE 868-9831
Deadline: 10/ 19/88

Durham Copy

motion
UNH Health Services
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THURSDAY!!
In the MUB
StraffOrd Room
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Cbol-Aid is not only for penple
experiencing crisis. No problem can be
too small. We can help. you solve
your problems!lend a,helping ear •s or simply refer you to a contact
that you may need. To find
out more,ca/1
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Cool-aid is a crisis intervention hotline
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On Octo.ber 16, University President Gordon
Haaland spoke to the Student Senate and explained .
his goals as president of UNH .. He said that a big ·
part of his job was balancing the competing interests
of students, faculty, the board of trustees, the state
legislature, and the federal government. Haaland
said that the president must look ahead and develop
long-range plans.
President Haal~nd said that he would set up an
advisory committee to look over the site selection
for the ne-w housing. The committee will be
comprised of students, faculty, operating staff, and
members of the PAT Council. Two of the ·sfudent
members will be Karen Polak,- chairperson of the
Resid~f.}ti'al Programs and Housing ColM1cil, and
Student Body President Wendy Hammond.
.The Student Senate expressed its thanks to
president Haaland for his time apd willingness to
talk.
.
The- Student Senate unanimously ·pass~d a
resolution stating that they will 'support any efforts'
by the University Budget and ~lanning C<?1:1mitt_ee
to obtafn faculty and staff salaries competitive with
other universities of similar sfze and standing.
UNH currently lags behind many 'other sc':hols in
the amount paid to faculty and staff members

Over the past week, there h'as been much
discussion within the Student Senate about what
is seen as a lack of sutdent involvement in campus
affairs. Last Tuesday, some senators felt it necessary
to ask for president Haaland's resignation. An
emergency executive meeting was held on Thursday
where it was decided that this action was too rash.
There was discussioh about having a campus wide ·
referendum, or "vote of confidence" on the way
Haalnd hµs conducted himself. More meetings were
held throughout the weekend, and it was· decided
to not go with the referendum, but instead try to
solve the existing problem. It was decided to create
a committee of 12 students called the University
Commu~jcation and Evaluation Group. The immediate ·'concern of this group is to look into
toncerns about housing. The long term goal is to
... look at the lack of communication between students
and administrators and suggest ways for improvement. The goal is to prevent the situation where
students react to administrative decisions rather
than take a active role in them. Non-senators -a re
welcome and encourage£}. to join this committee. -

The Senate re.quests that students register to vote.
The deadline to register i-n Durham is Saturday,
October 29. Call the Senate office at 862-1494. for
more information.
•
If there are any questions on Homecoming policy,
call the Senate office at 862-1494 ·
-. _ ·

The Senate wishes to thank all of t:h ose in~olved
with BrotherPeace for an ex~ellent job. Th~ event
'wa?- well-attended and 'many people were educated
about men's violence.
. The Student Senate approved the appoil)tment
o·f the f(?llowing new senators:
i,
.
'
COMMUTER:
CHRISTENSEN:
WILLIAMSON:

.Wendy Rantilla, Br-ian !Lo~ee,
Melanie Diette
·
Dennis O'Brian
Paul Beaulieu

The Senate needs students to join some of the
"- various comrnittees, such as· Academic Affairs. One
does 'not have to be an elected representative to
serve on a committee. Come and make your voice
· ·
' ·,
heard!

Nm

· Look for this p,age in e·v ery Tuesday's
Hampshire.
All studef!,tS are welcome to attend Senate meetings held
every Sunday at 6:00pm in McConnell 212. .Complete details
of the ab~ve bills are .posted outside the. Sen~te Office,
room 130in the MUB, or call 862-1494

Respecti~ely submitted by Peter W. Keravich, ,S tudent Senate News Bureau Co<_>rdinator
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Editorial
Com mitte e comm itmen ts
During the Student Senate me_eting la.st
Sunday night, Student Body Pre_s ident
Wendy Hammond announced a new "working group" would be formed which would
investigate student grievances with the
administration.
Hammond was very particular about the
words ,"working group" and with good
~eason. Using the wor.d "committee•·• at
this point is a kiss of death. It has become
a word with severe connotations, representing everything the student body fears
and loathes. Visions of a bureaurocratic
monster are too vivid in all our minds. An
illusion of progress, the "committee" has
suffocated the student body over the years,
using red tape to strangle any potential
.productivity.
.
So in its place com~s "working group."
· It is a valient effort to sugar-coat the w_ord
"committee," to make it a little easier to

swallow. Yet there still is the reflex to gag.
What can make this instance any different? Several things. First of all, while there
-have always ,been and will always be
complaints about how the administration
has handled a situation, this time is quite
different. Reaction to Haaland's decision
on -the new housing site ·was severe at the
very least. Protests, forums and letters of
complaint have not ceased since the decision
was first revealed nearly three weeks ago.
Secondly, students and faculty alike_have ·
called it "the straw that broke the camel's
back." If this had been the first time a
communication breakdown occurred, the
backlash would probably not even compare.
But it has not been. And we' re fed up.
Next, because the misguided process of
the administration seems to includ~ too,.,
many degrees of secrecy, appeals have been
made directly to the Board of Trustees, who,
after all, are the only people Haaland really

has to answ_e r to . It has been years since
the trustees were involved to such an extent,
which brings me to my final point.
Haaland' s ability to do his job has been
brought into question. These are not merely
mild accusations but radical, potentially
explosive situations which are surfacing.
The administration now realizes this.
And so another committee has been born,
Haaland' s committee, the Communication
and Advisory Committee to -the President.
The1purpose: to stamp out communication
preakdowrts--by' talking. Now there. is a
concept.
,
Both of these "committees" are on the
right track and have the potential to actually
work. However skepticism returns_when
you realize these they were formed because
no one communicated in the committees
that were already established.
j
A viscious cycle? Maybe.

~··
.
of "manhood". While I have never
been threatened or physically atshould reevaluate the definition
tacked, as a distrubingly large
of
"prejudice" and place his name
To the editor:
number of my brothers and sisters
:Letters
within.
· How many people here at UNH
have, these assumptions may be
Sincerely
.
know that there i§ a university
wrong; a-nd words do hurt.
To the Editor:
Ian C. Story
· ' recreation area about ten miles from
. Last Friday (October 7th), while
I was appalled to realize that such
- Junior Political Science Major
campus? It is beautiful. Located on
posting flyers for an upcoming close -mindedness still exists tocontinued on page 18
Phi Kappa Theta Brother ,
a Lake that is full of wildlife, this · meeting of the Cam P~U s wards the Greek System concerning
facil ity has .a cabin, n:i,any picnic
GayjLesbian/Bisexu~l Alliance in alcohol. In Mr. James Doneski's
Letters continued on page 1~
: tables and gtills and looks like it
Williamson Hall, I and another October 11th Letter to the Editor,
would be· · a great place for some
Alliance mem_ber felt the sting of he claimed that the
relaxation and peace.'Don't get your ·the irrational fear and hatred, policy towards fraterniiles is "dea1
hopes up though . It is closed for
homophobia. A man, accompanied prejudice." I am afraiq that Mr
the season due to storm damage.
by another man and two women, Doneski is blatantly wrong. It ii
I am beginning to wonder which
took notice of the flyers w._e were he who demonstrates this "cleat
season it is clpsed for since the sign
putting up anc!- said nothing as we prejudice." The University admiri~
· has been up since summer.
d-QANNE MARINO, Ed itor-i n-C-hief
all got in the _elevator. Joe (not his istration has come down harder on
It is too bad to have such a · real name) and I got off the elevator Greek drinking than any other
beautiful area and not be able to - one flight down·, The others re- drinking in UNH's cdmmunity. RO BERT C. DURLIN G, Manag ing Editor KRI STIANN E SUDOL, Managing Editor
use it, but it appears that not much
mained aboard . After the door And if Mr. Doneski has not heard, SUSA N FLYNN, News Editor
PAMELA DEKO NIN G, News Editor
is being done to clean it up. I would
closed and the elevator was well the selling of tickets at fraternity RICHARD D'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
MI CHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
think that if enough people got
on its way to the next floor, we · parties for a profit has been elim - SHAR ON DONOVAN,
Photo Editor
ERIC STI TES, Photo Editor
together it could be cleaned up in
heard an echoing "HOMOS!'·'. ·
inated by the cooperation of both
jusi: a, C~)Uple weekends. Perhaps
I was hurt and full of anger, trying the Greek System and University ELIZAB ETH J _MORAHAN, Arts Editor GAIL ROBERTSON , Forum Ed itor
SCOTT MILLER, Business ·Man&g er
the Outmg or Forestry Clubs would
to understand why perso_ri w,(:)Uld administration·. We still have the
DEB MACNEI LL, Advert ising M anager
have the necessary tools and interattack me without knowing the first right to our own privacy, which ma)·
est. I'd like to help. Does anyone
thing about me, without even or may not involve the consumin!
Advertising Associates
Ashley Logan
Jen Purdy
know who is responsible for cleanknowing whether or not I'm gay . .of alcohol with ourselves and
Debbie Donohoe
Bryan Lyons
Alvson Sanborn
I
was
also struck by the cowardice friends . Thi s is reflective of Mr.
ing that area up?
Erlka Schwabb
PSa
arrakeh MMaindndoecnh
Dan MacDonald
St.izy McDermott
Tim Thornton
of his not confronting us and letting Doheski's right to privacy in hi~
Concerned
Asst Business Mgr.
Elizabeth Moulton
'J fll Van Lokeren
Kri sten Waelde
~~~~,:~1~ie~gr.
Louise A. Proctor us respond. I'll be hon~st, I'm not dorm room or apartment. If Mr.
~tceJ a~~rgo
Kelli Wardman
comfortable with corifrontaitons, Doneski is opposed to this idea, I
Steve Greason
Kristin O'Connell
Amanda Waterfield
I don't like to argue. But if it is true . s_uggest that he should refreshen
Jennifer Yanco
Asst Circulation Mgr.
Hilary Paige
Greg Pariseau
Craig Parker
Arts Reporters
that these comments are based on his knowledge of a little document
Graphic Managers
Jody Pratt
Lauren Clark
Ric Dube
a lack of understanding, as we a,re known as the U.S. Constitution.
~i!:sHF~:n~osa
~~~~~~ Sebastian
Brendan
Gleeson
To the Editor:
taught, then we should all be willi~g
I feel that M.r. Doneski' s incorrect
Graphic Assistants
Mark Schenkel
Karen-Hall
t
·
d
·
l
1
·
b
f.
·
·
"
·
•
Several year·s ago, an ad hoc
·
Beth
Brogna
'
Kris
Van
Santroord
o engage m a 1a ogue.
Patrik Jonsson
c aim a out rater01t1es mamtamRebecca Crepeau
Stephanie Zuniga _
_ Arthur Lizie
committee was formed at UNH to
This type of hurtful behavior is ing their sexist and degenerative
Winnie Danenbarger .
Production Assistant
Jodi MacMillan
examine the nature of a perceived
not only insensitive and cruel, but . environment'·' should also be adDeanna Fo rd
Marc Marnigonian
S
Ktra
isffteR
n ewpaoertldeer
_
Hamer Ingram
Michelle Mcsweeney
lack of diversity and lack of respect
now, thanks to some caring people, dres sed. Did he happen to know .
LorriLeighton
-' Jay-Kumar
Sporti;.Reporters
of differences within the university• including members of last year's that over 75 % of alcohol-related
Marie Babcock
~~~~~;rs~~~~r
Kevin Connelly
community. This group, which Student Senate, it is gorunds to file acquaintance rapes occur in our own
News Brief Editor
Chris Bartlett
Jami Doneski
became the UNH Diversity Com- a formal grievance which "may arise residence halls . Fraternities conDavid P. Dow
John Dubois
AsuleexBBreorsgne,.ari,· .
9n-the-Spot Editor
G.H . Elder
mittee, interviewed several people _ over sexual harassment or alleged tribute a trivial portion to this
Kelly Whiteman
lshi Burdett Ward D. Fraser
who represented targeted groups discriminaiton on the basis of race, communjtal problem when com, Rob Heen an
g;?!~~~ro~~ii~~r
Chuck Mccue
which received little support within color, .religion, veteran's stat.u s, pa_red to the rest of society in
Karen Laliberte
Rebecca Carroll
J. Russell Pabst
our community. I was asked to speak sexual orientation, sex, age, national Durham.
Cartoonists
~~~ti~~~:hers
~ ;~~f i :b~avi
Michael F. Dowe
about my experience as a gay man , origin, or handicap." (Ap'pen,dix -All in all, fraternities have not,
Jennifer B.owes
Gina DiGregorio
Robert Durling
1
atUNH.
III, Preface to "Grievance Proce- according to Mr. Doneski, been
John Hirtle
· i~ rf; 11 Butterworth
f~ ~~
0
Kurt Kre bs
I rec~ll talking about subtle forms dure's ", in "Rules of Conduct") If getting away with murder. Rather
Anthony Cafaro
Pre~cott Faulkner .
Dic k Sawyer
of oppression, such as instructors respect for a person's basic human they have been under stricter
· Technical Suitervisor
~~~~abao~~ik
t : ri:G;: ~;~
Leah Orton
assuming that I am heterosexual dignities doesn't move people to · scrutiny and re-g uali:ions than he
Christopher Estes
Karen Hamilton
Copy Editor
and having to ljsren to students call think before attacking someone in has been in his dorm room or
Tim Farr
Curtis
Graves
EEvlleann .HHaernrsischel
Ann Marie Gag non
Karen Hamilton
each other "queer''. or "fag". In this way, perhaps people will apartment: It is unfortunate that
Chris Gamache ,
Mark Holthoff
Typists & Copy Readers
doing so, faculty members unwit- · repsond to the affirmaiton by the such ignorance like Mr. Doneski's
Caryl Calabri a
~;~~~~~~er
e~dJ0 ~:~~
0
Leslie Cota
tingly deny my very existence as university that no one should be still exists towards the Greek
Sadie Greenway
Ri ch Kelley
Elizabeth Crossley
a healthy, gay member of sociey . subjected to harassment simply System and its ·socia,ls. I find his
Rac
hel Levine
~~?i~r~~l~~~~in_s ~ ~t: ~~~~rsenbaum
Lynn Mezzano
Students use these derogatory terms because s/ he is gay, lesbian, or argument quite hypocritical and
Ronit Larone
Sa rah Minoch
Christine O'Connor
nd0
· in jest, to connote negative images bisexual.
biased, thus extremely illegitimate
Renee Li
e
~ !rr?! ~ ~o~~~re
of the "outsider", the "sissy" that
Most sincerely, in its gripPs. Maybe Mr. Doneski
_
_
_
_
_____
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doesn't conform to t~~ir images
Leonard Goldstein ·
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University Forum
BrotherPeace conveys wrong
message
By Andy Albright and Jay French
Brother Peace failed on many levels. Ori the surface causes together and the sole consistent problem
it seems like a valuable program and a positiv_e .seemed to be one thing-- men.
event. There are many problerps with the
Does Brother Peace think that women do anymessages BrotherPeace conveys. I n the October thing? Many women are upset with the implication
11 edition of The New Hampshire there was an that they are ,simply passive 'actors in a world ruled
ad for BrotherPeace' wh ich stated that every thrne -by men. BrotherPeace cast all men as cr--i minals
minutes $2 million is spent on the military by men. and.all women as passive victims. Men are in control_
Exactly what country are they talking about? In and therefore are responsible for all of'our problems.
the United States of America people spend money, We feel that women are not simply passive and
n9t men. In 1920 the 19th amendment gave women are part of the process. People run .this country
the right to vote. If BrotherPeace thinks th;it women and our ~ociety-- not just men.
·are not represented in this country, then they have
Furthermore you can not seperate women and
a serious problem. -Women vote, are m·e mbers of men, and doing so is a disservice to all people.
Congress, and are active in governing this nation. Women need men and men need women. The only
· In the advertisement it also states that every three . way we as a people can come together and solve
minutes', $46,000 is spent on pornography. Women problems is to move away from the labels and placing
also purchase pornography, and there is an
of blame. ·
assumption that pornography relates to male
This campus has a problem with violence. It also
violence. Just because we own the Vanessa Williams has a problem with rape, sexism, and racism. There
issue of Playboy does not make us violent.
is something wrong with our gender valu~s when
There did not need to be a male label on this already there hav-e been 7 sexual as~ualts. Many
program. There is nothing that men have can do times the men who have committed acquaintance
to women that women have not done to men. Men
rape do not feel they have done anything wro_ng.
can be .raped -- that is a fact. Obviously there is There is a gap ·of understanding between women
a difference of degree. Under the lab~l of male ✓.and men and attitudes must change. This campus
violence, BrotherPeace blarried men for everything needs awareness and education. We need to talk,
from racism to our environmental problems. The listen, and act. We need ari international day' to .
event should have been an international day to end end violence. It is a great idea. But this is not what
violence, not just male violence. We thought that BrotherPeace represented. Instead it carri~d a sexist
this program was going to discuss the treatment message, that lumped unrelated problems with
of women on campus and around the world. Instead different causes all under the label of male violence.
the program included the issues of war, racism,
Andy Albright is a sophomore and a Stoke Senator.
~exisrri, and the environment all under the male
violence label. BrotherP.eace lumped all activists Jay French is a sophomore and a Stoke RA.·

Through th__e eyes of a child
By Marc'y L. Bryant
Daddy, who is that man
In the rags? And tell me,
Why does he use that.bench
As a place to_sleep?
Why doesn't he go home
., To his warm bed there?
Home has to be better
. Than sleeping here
And tell me, Daddy
_
What fil_ls that bag by his side?
Is that what he. eats?
I-wonder what's inside ...
Why are his face and hands so filthy
And his clothes so unclean?
Mayb'e we should stop
And give him some money.~.
Maybe we should ask
If we can help him, Daddy.
But Daddy, I don't mean to stare
He's just so dirty and ragged and alone.
Tell me, Daddy, why is he here?
Why doesn't he jus~ go home?

Mar~yL Bryant is a sophomore with a Histor7 ma;or.

Anoth·e r shade
of blue
By Melinda J. McKibben
I'm' not going to say:
The town, scattered into the hillside;
Basks in the resonance of ·
A setting autumn sun.
For the sun has been down a while
And th~ peaches and rose have
Long since faded.
- It is even past dusk.
Glorious night paints its colors now.
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Night's colors explore the blues.
A powder grey defines the tre@line,
Sparser with each wind and rain.
Above, the billowing slate blue clouds
Ca~cade into a crumpled beep,
_
Like a velvet stage curtain dropped too far. ·
Up into the dome of night, wisps of white
·Defend the overwhelming blue sky, filtering
Stars and sheltered moonlight.
Back in town the )streets are silent and grey.
A shapeless black shadow is interrupted
Briefly by scattered porchlights,
· - Exposed by the chilly winds,
Saying cold and fleeting things to the trees.
Darkness heralds the eve~ing ghosts.
Flagpoles and flowers, nearly gone, glow from
a soft--:
·
.
Unknown source, and the white smoke from
chimneys
Sifts il.).to the sky.
-But no sight is as striking as the silver steeple
Thrust upon its darkening blue neigh~or.
Night is falling in New Hampshire.
Melinda]. McKibben is a sophomore with an Environmental Conservation major.
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-L~tt~rs (cont.)

Policy· //
To James Doneski,
This letter is in response to your
letter to the editor ·published in
Tuesday's New Ha'm pshire. It is
true that the new social polic,y
adapted by the University has had
a major impact on the social life
at UNH. However, to say that' this
policy has left the Greek system
"untouched" is ridiculous.
With the growing concern over
the Greek system· at UNH, the
Administration has taken the initiative to hire ~ man who's sole
responsibility is to oversee, evaluate
and assist the Greek community.
Mike Sciola has been hired to insure
that the new policy is upheld and
to promote the longevity and
continuation of community service
provided by the Greek system.
. Upon adoption of the new policy
it became necessary for Greek
houses to adhere to strict guidelines
regarding social activities. Among
these are: No selling o,f tickets to
any social event, a five hour time
limit for serving alcoholic berverages, mandatory registration of all
open social functions 48 hours in
advance, and a required number of
non-drinking members for all
events.
..;-~
. How many of th~se guidelines
you follow when you have a party
m your dorm room?!? To single out
the G[e:k syst~~ as being above
the law is not on ly inaccurate but
spiteful. Wrongful attakcs o~ the
Greek system are unwarranted
'" esp_ecially in lie;ht of the ·many
proJects and services that the houes·
perform not only for the U ni~ersity,
but for the community as well. This
P:ovoked assault on a large part
of the University is based mainly
on malicious speculaciGn, not fact.
If you are going to strike out at such
an establishment, you should do
your homework first.
R ightfully yours,
Ned Woody
Brain Pearson
Brothers of A lpha Tau Omega
Fraternity .

?o

Abortion II

before the
visited -each year by thousands of 'there were in the bars
.
drinking age changed, and now
Any arid all dommunica_tion will be
alumni, parents, and members o.f
have more
treated with respect and sensitivity.
the University commqnity. The · there are people who
self control.
For furnther informc1Jtion you could
mere suggestion that this area be
To the Editor:
There are very few teenages who
I would like to respond ro "Emily" call 862 -1310 or Project Rachel at
paved over for parking lots or
can ~andle alcohol with maturity, who described her ordeal of abor- 1-800-562-5249.
buildings is ludicrous. Yet, only a
Sincerely
·
stone's throw away, UNH admin~ the mdeed, there 'are very few •tion 'in the October 11, 1988 edition
much
too
handle
can
who
people
·
Pennett
J
Frederick
Rev.
the
build
and
to
plans
Hampshire
making
of The New
istrators are
·
alcohol with maturity.
Mrs. Jeanne W. Wetherby
~
buildings and parking lots that will
many "Emilys'' on campus.
Her option on low alcohol beer
Catholic Chaip.plains-to
Without a doubt, abortion is orie
mean the end of activities that are
really isn't true, either. I spent a of the most traumatic experiences
the University
,as much an integral part of UNH
summer in Kansas City when I was a person can have.
.
as the UNH Wildcats.
19. In Kansas , at that time, they
Walk a sho r t distance from
Both before and after abortion,
had a split-drinking age. 19 for 3.2 feelings of fear, anxiety, guilt, panic. .
Luiidhold Gymnasium down: Mast
beer and' 21 for hard alcohol. Bars and pressure are common - not only · .
•.
Road. You will wee the UNH Light
we_re split ~own the middle by either for the woman who undergoes the
Horse Stable, the UNH Racing
chicken wir~ fences or chain link abortion, but also the father of the
Commission' Barri, the UNH Light
fences, and . the bar pa,ttons would unborn child, the gtandpa re_n ts,
Horse Classroom Building, the
be segregated by age. The 19 side close· friends, even medical person- To the Editor:
Skoglund Livestock Activities Cenwas a real dive, with broken chairs
·
nel. ' · ·
te.r, the equine program_'s crossvandelized tables and w·a lls and
I am one of the irate members
For Catholics the pain of abortion
pastures
the
and
course,
couritry
the 21 side was .in good·condition.
is intensified by a sense of alienation · of the u~iversity community that
and hay fields that surround this
Let's face it. For the most part, from God and Church.
made the 1/2 mile hike to the closed
complex. This is the site of a·
18, 19, and some 20 year olds want
If you are in this position, we UNH observatory last Friday night.
thriving academic program where
to drink to _get_ drunk. Chemically · want you to know that your Church After announcing, via The New
more than 200 students participate
reality is a new experience und~rstands and cares. Our God is Hampshire, that the observatory
altered
n
a
;
r
a
in c 1as s es each y-e
to many young adults , and it is a loving, forgiving God. We are a with its 14-inch Celestron telescop~
internationally-r ecognized crossalluring. With the lower drinki_ng loving and forgiving Church, reach- woul_d be open to the public, the
country jumping course; intercolage, the. younger drinkers can get ing out to you in compassion and Phys1Cs department representative
legiate horse shows; livestock
.c ould ~ot ev~n finq a key to let
trashed in public, and it affects the .concern.
activities;
program
shows; 4-H
23,
22.,
say
drinkers,
older
slightly
Ptople m. A little blunder eh? .
you
help
to
wantwe
all,
Above
New England~wide youth proafter through the healing process. PRO:: • There were approximately 150
grams; handicapped riding pro- 24 plus, who go out to relax
grams;_teaching clinics; and many a week of real problems in the real JECT RACHEL is named for the vexed people at the_observatory,
world . Teenage drinkers tend to Biblical figure who wept unconsol- when I reached the sight .at 8:00
other agricultural activities.
Apparently, UNH adminstrators be obnoxious, and it is something ably over the loss of her child. Like . p.m., and it may be hard· to imagirie,
have at the · the sacrament of penance, Project but n_o one was remarking how_
are unaware of this wealth of that I would rather not
activity and blind to the invaluable · next table. When I was 18 and went Rachel is a sensitive, private and beautiful the stars looked. A more
role this area plays in generating in a barJ or the first ti.QJ.e, ;he people co'nfidential experience. If you wtsh, common phrase was, ·"Who's runyou can be put in touch with a priest ning the f.---ing mickey mouse show .
support for this insitution. Yet, who are 18 now were only 12.
In another 10 years, the kids who or counsellor outside your commun- anyway?"
:.
more than 10,000 alumni, parents,
a 21 ity who has been specially trained
My suggestio·o to the Physics
students, friends, and New Hamp- turn 18 will know nqthing but
be to minister to people who have been department is that . before they
shire residems visit the UNH Light year old drinking age, and will
are
they
until
wait
to
willing
more
exhibit their 14-incher (Cele~tron
involved in abortion.
the
Jn
year.
each
Horse Complex
As a Church community 'and telescope) .again, they exercise,inore .
spring and fall, busloads and bus- 21, bu~ t~is will never happen if
loads of school children flock to the the drrnkrng age keeps changing. t}:irough our resources such as responsability, and come prepared: .
21,
barns. This part of ~ampus is at the Let's just leave it alone, 18 or
Project Rachel, we want to present
. .
:
very heart of UNH's agricultural ~ don't really care, but let's just put a means for you to receive the Sim:erely,
P. Estes ·
iopher
t
Chris•
1t somehwere and leave it there .
heritage.
he ~ling gra.ce of God and offical
; l -{ :
iline
the
draw
you
where
matter
No
·-.
The decision to build a· housing l
Church 'fo rgi~d1ess' for 'aborit'o n:
drink~·
underage
have
still
will
you
complex as the first step toward
.have
always
will
hey
t
because
ing,
·
developing a "new west cail)pus"
·
is a momentous public policy de- a friend who is of age.
Making drinking legal does not
cision. I urge you to evaluate the
boader meaning of this decision, take away the excitement from an
and, further, to assess all the 18 year old, just the legal ris_k. T hey
associated imp.acts of this decision will drink either way, but now they
p le .
on_cu rrent users ; the Unive rsity do it•where it doesn't affect peo_
community, and the state as a whole. . '3/'ho have-waited their 21 years, and
I app reciate your consideration wa n_t to relax away from the
'd runken horseplay of teenagers.
·
of my concerns. _
. RickNovy
Sincerely,
Graduate Student
Cynthia Hayde,n
Dept. of Physics
Class of '79

Ob 5 erva t O r_y·

-~ ~
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New Dorm

.J

To the Editor:
Picketing is only one means of
protest. I strongly challenge all
UNH Alumni to stop their financial
support of UNH until this "new
dorm" business is equitably r·e.
s0lved.
Sincerely,
Francis. H allahan
, UNH '82

Drinking-

Abortion 1

To the Editor:
I -want to make a few comments
on Kelly Fallon's article concerning Dear Editor:
· I was touched by the ~nguish over
lowe r ing the drinking age . l was
unwanted pregnancy that Susan
an
nsin
Wisco
in
born and raised
whose drinking age was 18 whe~ Flynn wrote about in your October ·
11 issue. When will we, male and ·
I graduated h igh school, and was
changed 'to 21 befo re I go t my female alike, ever le arn that our
bachelor's degree. This was a much actions often have fa r-reaching and
·
more contraversial issue there since painful consequences?
One option that Emily apparently
the cultu re is just m ore alcohol ·
oriented. (Playboy magazine's top did not consider was adoption. Such
To the Editor:
2~ party school list a few years back babies are in great dem and , ·an d
Dear T rustee:
had a foot note mentioning that no usually the adoptive p arent s pick
l write ·to express m y concerns
in Wisconsin were ranked up all th e medicall, legal, and
schools
the
for
regarding the site· selected
don't rank profession- cou nseling bi lls. Althoug h there
they
because
ne w< domitory complex iq t he
guess at 10 to 15 bars is invariably some grieving at the
would
I
als).
vicinity of the old reservoir off of
for every one in New time of surrender, the growing
Wisconsin
in
• Mast Road. I arp particularly con- ·
the same sized town. popularity of 0peo adoption_means
Hampshire~in
comhousing
this
cerned because
was 18, there ~as - that often -the birhtmother can
age
the
While
plex is apparently only the beginIllinois residents choose the adoptive parents after
of
influx
steady
a
ning of future development plans
was 21) each interviewing several prospective
age
legal
the
(where
for UNH's "new west campus."
night , and a large number of couples. Moreover, continued ·conLet me begin to express my
residents of both states who-never . tact with the child can be main conerns with an analogy. Would
tained through agreed .u pon visits,
made it home each night.
the UNH admin'tstration ever
letters, or photograph exchanges .
·
barely
just
21
to
increase
The
ap prove the construction of a
passed the st ate congress d1,1e to Adoption c.a n be a bright (alth01.,1gh
&:rrmitory or classroom building
heavy lobbying by the tavern league not painless) alternative to either
on the football, soccer, or baseball
suffering the quilt and grief of
who was afraid of the loss of income
·
·
· fields? Would such a scheme ever
killing th_e baby in abortion or
th~
,
minute
t
las
the
until
and
be cont:er!)plated wfrhoui contacting
expei;-iencing the long-term duress
the
raising
against
was
Governor
·
the current users of those facilities?
of keeping it . .
.
age.
Would the football team come to
I'd be happy to discuss with
21,
is
age
drinking
.the
that
Now
_
practice one day to find surveyors
a,nyone what I know of the subject
vandalism
less
lot
a
noticed
have
I
. stakes and soil t~st pits on the 40,
and vitually no fights in the bars . (.862 -13 25 clays or 868-1760 even. yard line ?
ings).
Lundh,olm Gymnas ium and the The nubmer of patrons decre.ased
Sincerely,
·
now
but
s,
month
two
about
for
used
surrouftding athletic fields are
Allen Drake
for academic programs, compe.titon, . t~ere are j~st ~s many people as ,
And recreation; these facilities are

New.Dorm 11
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Arts & Entertainment
Foster stunning
i-n Accused
,,,,.

'

~y Marc Q. Mamigonian

v-ictim"; the conflicting .desires
of wanting to forget the act ~nd
Recently in this space, -I wanting ret,ribution. I have
reviewed Costa-Gavras' Film never ·oeen quite convinced of
Bet-rayed, which dealt with__the - Foster's acting ability, but I a~
touchy topic of white suprem- · now.
,
- acists and racism in America. - The film's second -prim~ry
Now, speaking of touchy topics, virtue is Kelly "Tall Cool One"
is Jonat4anJ (aplan's (not to be McGillis, wh,o ~foes a good ·job _
confused with George Kaplan, with a pa-rt that, frankly, is not ·
who was Roger 0. Thornhill- - writte·n very well.
·
does anyone know · what I'm
But, goodness me, there are
talking about?) The Accused, -· problems here. It is safe to say
which is based on the Big Dan's· that, ~iven -the built in power
gang rape which happened · of the subject matter, if a "rape
several years back in a bar in film"(to coin a genre) i~ made
Massachus-s-etts. I mentioned · with even a slight amount of
Betrayed because -T he Accused skill, it is going to move an
shares many of its virtues, and audience.
unfortunately, many of its flaws.
Well, The Accused is made
The story in a nutshell: a: with a slight amount of skill (he
woman of dubious_ reputatio_n said, enigmat~cally) and it has
and character (Jodie Foster) 1s· some fi,ne performances. Per- Jodie Foster in a s~ene from The Accused. brutally gang raped at a bar and hap_s:-liecause of the fine perforace rape lawyer (Kelly McGillisy---mances (espec'ially Foster's) I · / I am certainly not .g oing to pregnancy. The _message, or, the big finish to a Capra film;
is assigned to her case. Because can't help_ bu-t be angry tha it /dispute any of these point, but rather the MESSA.GE, is that we -are all supposed to go away
of the poor evidence and ques- was not made with more than each one is se·veral different no one deserves what she got. happy and smiling._ ·
films. I will grant that they-are A valid poim, but don't beat me
tionable character of Foster, the a slight~amount of skill. Well, no matter how just the
three rapists get off ljght.
The first, and I think, the_ all relate_d -subjects, but I wish over the head with it. ·
verdict, l simply' cap.' t be happy,
Foster feels betrayed by McGil~ ·most signifigant problem is that that' the film had concentrated
There was something wrong about the ending. Revenge, even
lis for selfing her out, and the film tries to make too many on only one. Instead, the writers too, I_ think, in the part of the deserved revenge for a horrible ·
McGillis decides to go after the points. At times the script seems get quite heavy handed in mak- filmmakers' attitude. Some- att, doesn't strike me as a cause
others at the bar who cheered like a _thesis paper on rape: 1) ing some of their points; e.g., where along the line, the film for smiles and cheers. Nor did
on and goaded the rapis£s, which the victim is tr-eared like an the District Attorney discusses veers ·dangerously towards a l feel good abo_ut the "kill the .
leads to a precedent setting case accomplice in her own rape, 2) the case at a hockey game (get feminist revenge fantasy (if bastards" frame of mind (a la
and verdict.
the legal system is cold and it-_hockey, violence, you know). Foster had been Jewish., the Fatal Attraction) that the auThe key. word here is sche- rapists would have turned out dience was manipuhtted into.
Okay. First the good news. insensitive to the victimsJeel- .
. The A_ccused's single greates_J ings, 3) we live in a society that matic. Foster!s character is set to be closet Nazis just for good
What I do feel good about wa-s
virtue i~ Jodie Foster, who gives encourages violence, especially up as just to problematic, so as measure). Somewhere along the Foster's amazing performance,
an all · out, no holds barred, ·towarcls women and 4) because to make the most points. She same line the ideas of justice which communicated more to
completely believable perfor- - of reasons 1,2 and' 3 the rape _ is of loose character, she dresses andf revenge become confused. · me of a i:_ape victims plight than
mance: She· communicates with victim is tormented by an im- prov1ocatively, she was drunk The-big e_nding, where the three the obvious .ploys of the writers_
devastating effectiveness the potent rage that usually.goes . the night of the rape. All that's sliineballs who egged on the and director ever could.
. missing is a dose of V.D. and rape get convicted, is set up like·
incomprehensible rage of a rape unventt~d.

Petronio 'Company to perform .tonight
collection oftidb1i:s from ·ever'."
yday interactions, television _a nd
books, then carefully blends
Amid a wave of overwhelm-- them into collage-like _dance
ing praise from dance critics in numbers. ·
both the U.S. and Europe, .
Petronio's solo, "Number 3,"
Steven Petronio brings _h is six (which he will be performing
member dance company to the at UNH) it-seems, exemplifies
Johnson Theater tonight and his reli<!cnce on the.images that
tomorrow for two sure-to- we are exposed to daily. Danced
please, electrifying performan- entirely in place, "Number 3" _
ces.
·
is nine minutes of pure Petronio
·
· . The heart of the Steven as he tirelessly assumes the
P_efronio Dance·. Company characteristics of a-public speak, hmges. on the control and ma-:- ers and performers from Elvis
nipulation of human -energy. -Presley to Ronald Reagan.
- Aggressive and urgent at times,
The company will also be
while painstakingly controlled ·performing "Walk In," a winner
and succinct at-others, Petronio of the prestigious New Yorks
blends r'estless human force Dance and Performa,nce "Beswith a musical score that ranges sie" Award in 1986. The idea
!rom the nervy to the symphon- for "Walk In" derived from a
1c.
-· clump of photographs gathered
The 31 year old Petronio's by Petronio of crashes and
. dance history is as atypical as collisions. It is those images that
his dance style is gutsy. Petronio, · formed the basis for the dance
although now a recognized force in which the six dancers Stum..
in the modern music scene, took ble, twist and lunge· across the
up dancing relatively late at the stage.
age of 18. By the time he was
. Petronio's lighting, kamak22 he had begun serving a seven · azie dance style, the highly
year tenure with modern dance complimentary set design of
pioneer Trisha Brown's. dance Justin Terzi and musical scores
troupe.
'by contemporary composers
In 1984 Petronio severed his _ David Linton, Lenny Picket and

By Beth Morahan

ties with Brown's troupe and . Peter Gordon all pull togfther

The SteY.en· Petronio Dance Company performing Simatacrum · Reels.

formed his -own <:ompany. Peto create a compelling perfortronio expects much from his
mance that flip-flops between
dancers and himself; his chothe entropic and the tightly
reography is demanding, requircontrolled.
ing strength, endless stamina
Tickets for Petronio's perand incredible flexibility.
. formance are $3 for both to'."
Petronio uses the human body
night's 8 p.m. performance and
to convey and express concepts,
Wednesday's 10:30 a.m. perimages and sensations. He
£romance in Paul Creativ;e Art's
cre_ates an internal scrapbook
Johnson Theater.

......
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Lp Short sTosh The Alarm

Dreams So Real Rough
. . ' ·
, ,
Night Jn']ehrico (Arista Re_
By Arthur K . Lizte
Palace Brave New World. cords) - Dreams So Real, that
(Atlantic Records) - P~lace just crazy trio that recently caught
· may be the mosr typical pop the nation's attention in the
band ever. They write thick, blockbuster movie Athens Inmemorable, non-committal pop · side/Out, come out of hock,
, songs, but that's it, nothing, ready to rock on their major
more, nothing less. If yo~ heard label debut Rough Night In
them on theladio, you wouldn't Jehrico. Well, maybe I'm over!urn tlrem off, _b ut you wouldn't stating the case, because Dreams
take extra notice either. They . So Real aren't very .ready to rock
exist: The band's strong point and they suffer for it. The Byrdsis the pale blue eye soul, a.k.a. like guitars and vocal melodies
watered down Darryl Hall, of ("All Fall Down") are interestsinger David Taggart.· Maybe ing but wear out their welcome
you'll hear the -band sometime, ov~r the course of ten often
maybe you won't. I'm sure it · lifeless songs. The band has a
wouldn't make much of a dif- knack for writing catchy songs,
but R'ough Night In Jehrjco is Dreams So Real.
ference either way.
Peter Blakeley The True missing an extra burst of energy
Tone Sessions (Capitol Re- tha-t would make this a worth- Simon Kirk have any dignity?
cords) - At first glance this while record.
Silly question~ A void this disc
Tom Waits Big Time (Island like you would a Rex Reed
record looks like an obpoxious
neo-Elton John, quasi-classical Records) - A live soundtrack movie review. "Can't . Get
ripoff. That's been happening album to the movie of the same Enough Of Your Love" indeed.
a lot these days. Seeing that name, Big Time is a perfect
P~ter Tosh The Toughest
we're not in the business of introduction to the gruff, often · (Capitol Records) - It took a
judging albums by their covers, scary performer Tom Waits. while, but now maybe the bucks
further inspection reveals a Yes, Tom Waits Jack Nichol- will start rolling in to capitalize
surprisingly fulfilling collection son's pal in Ironweed. Waits and (Capitol-ize?) on the untimely
of four reggae/ white soul based his crack band send chills up the · murder of Peter Tosh. Money,
· tunes. Blakeley sounds a bit like spine spieling out a potpourri money, money. Just wait until
Art Garfunkel, but would prob- of sprawling blu~s tunes gone the unreleased stuff starts makably be at home as lead s.inger awry. A band with alto horn, . ing it to vinyl. As collections
in a stereotypically bad heavy banjo, tnJmpet, aod sitar has go, this isn't as exploitative as
to be- at least half interesting.
metal l;>and. "Cattle Train,"
most of the Bob Marley or Jimi
reminiscent of any number of If you've missed out on Tom Hendrix and, somehow; manacoustic Pet_e Townshend de- Waits so far, this is a pe,r fect ages to put a worthy cap 9n
,
mos, is the stand out tr~ck. An primer. Be forewarned.
Tosh's recording career. The
Bad Company Dangerous . hits all shuffle at a leisurely Tosh
interesting EP.
Adele Bertei Lit~le Lives Age (Atlantic Records) - Dan- pace including "Don't Look
(Chrysalis Records) - Vega- gerous Age is right. You've got Back" featuring Mick Jagger and
Chapman ma'nia lives!, The · AIDS and hunger and Dan the "MTV Classic" "Johnny B.
latest entry into the sensitive Quayle to contend with then Bad Goode." It's nice to look; back
Company go and put a picture on Peter, but keep an eye o·n son
female artist category· is Adele
Bertei; un~ortunately the stock of a child lighting a cigarette. Andrew·who may be able to give
Some sense of ·s ociahesponsi- this collection a run for its
is running thin. Bertei writes
bility these guys· have, huh? money in a decade or two. ·
some memorable tunes, but they
Actually, if they had any true
are buried too far in the mix.
The Alarm Electric Folklore
sense of social responsibility Live (I.R.S. Records) - ReToo many tricks, not enough
they'd hang it up and stop corded live at Bosto_n's Wang
licks. Plus she works with a cochlttering the airwaves with · Center last April, Electric Folkwriter so she can't be too
sensitive1. Where's Buffy St. , regurgitated '70s slop like this lo re Live offers nothing new
record. Don't Mick Ralphs and from The Alarm'. If you like the
Marie when you need her?

band and you live around New sweetly vociferous voice _a nd
England, you've probably seen boisterous piano. Highlights
the band and know what to include a romping .. Who's Make·xpect h~re; if you don't li~e ing Love" featuring gu,e st ,apthem then you prooably don't pearances by Robert Cray and
care -about this disc anyway; it's The Fabulous Thunderbird's
either love or hate with ·The Kim Wilson, and a tender
Alarm. -Of the six songs, only interpretation of "Sea of Love."
"Rain In The Summertime" Quite simply, this is a wonderful
loosens up and improves on the record.
Tinsley Ellis ·Georgia Blue
studio version; the other songs
are given standard albeit overly (Alligator Records) - In the
long run throughs. The Alarm eighties, when blues guitar is
are a band at a cross.roads and · mentioned, only one name is ·
this record does nothing to . brought up, Stevie Ray Vaughdetermine which path they'll an. In the void created by
take in the future. The next Vaughan's seeming disappear:
record is make or break for The ance from the face of the earth
(hopefully he's been spending
Alarm.
Katie Webster The Swamp time at the orthodontist's), Boogie Queen (Alligator Re- Tinsley Ellis is the next best
cords) -Just as WaylonJennings thing. He speaks a world of
missed out on the fateful final wonder with his might six
flight of Buddy Jiolly, Katie _strJpgs and adds a_comp~tent
Webster bverslept and missed voice to boot. He is a mighty'
the plane the morning of Otis voice on high come to spea,k the
Redding's last fl_ight. She didn't gospel of the guitar. You can
sing for two . years after the feel his very soul ooze through
accident, but she's back now the speakers. Highlights include
wailing out a gorgeous album the playful breakneck hoe. down
ful,l of boogie blues. On The_ "Texas Stomp" and surf-ish
Swamp Boogie Queen, as on "Lucky Lou." Not a record to ·
past recordings,.,W ebster joyous- be missed~
I ift wra s a tune with_h_e_r_ _ ___

....
ALLIGA1
Box602~
ChlcCJg,

(312)973

Tinsley _Ellis.

The Barbara London Quartet will b~ performing at the Unitarian Universalist Church o
State Street in Portsmouth to benefit the National Endowment-for the Arts. London is a
accomplished jazz musician who's-quartet has perfo~med both standard jazz tunes and original
nationally. ·
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. · · Congratu lations! Just by having your name on one of
_ these, you may be eligible to get a gre~t discount on;il new
IBM® Personal System/2'.!i) computer._And that's the hard
part.
The easy pa~t 's the IBM PS/2. It's easy to learn and _
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Visit your campus compute r st'ore
in Thomps o·n Hall and register to
win a FREE compu~er!!!
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At a cost of fifty-seven billion dollars,
NASA disproves an old nursery rhyme.
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Roy al Tees , Inc.
(formerly Fit To -A Tee)

Custom· Printed T-Shirt s
Let us outfit your tea~, organization, lrater~ty, or sorority.
155 Portland Ave.
Dover, N;H. 749"'.6465

Call your Durham rep TODAY
Paul: 868-6352
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WINTER GETAWAY SPECIAL ·. . Ji
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INCLUDES:

f ·~
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J.\\o
. 9.

--for 3 nights
.
--per room
October thru March

--per night
--per room
Sunday thru Thur~day

-t
1f

· $_129

$45 - ·

*Choice of room*
*Private bathrooms available*
*Cable TV*
*'All You Can Eat' Breakfast*
*Free_Parking*_

.Q .·

<1///1///11//11

»·

~

:~
~- _

rf

*Function room available for business meetings, wedd1ngs-;-showers, etc.*
*Fi~e selection of menus available for Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner*

iN,

f

Durham's Newest Lodgtng Facility

»,

J

.COUNTRY HOUSE INN
and
CHRISTMAS/CRAFT SHOPPE

·»,

.0

f'Q,

J

f

fJ'

Rte. 108, Stagecoach Rd.
Durham, N.H.

j

-~I

-»
f
.J

659-6565
,
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U1'J H Students and Staff

~YOTE'
LEO SPENCE R
STA TE REPRESENTATIVE
On Education:
Backround:
BEd Keene State; MST-Chemistry UNH; MA-Duke Univ.
,
, Experience: ·
Highsch;;ol science/math tea_cher - 7 years
. University chemistry/ Microbiology teaching and research - 9 years
Wife, Shirley, elementary school teacher
Daughter, Bonnie, senior at UNH
r Son, Shannon, entering, college next year
Positions:
Committed to excellence in education
Co'mmitted to support of UNH system
- Committed to holding or lowering tuition
Committed ·to increasing financifl,l aid and will introduce the legislation
to do so

· I VOW to represent the Durham, Lee,-Madbury Dis~rict in -an ACTIVE
and forceful manner to the best of myability; too many of our legislators ·
are pas~ive, if n9tsleepy in their representation. ,
.

h.

.r·,

I

HO ME CO MIN G 198 8

N' 1N THE STREETS
UNH 15 DANCfOBE
R-17 - 22
OCT

.......

..

HAT DAY ...

It's not too late to sign
tip for events!! Regisration .
will be accepted until the day
· . of the event in room 126, MUB.

..

Wear your hats today!! Wear a hat to the Game
Room and recieve a free game of bowling or
billiards from 9am - Spm!

WACKY OLYMPICS ...

4:00pm, Murkland lawn, FREE! T earns of 10 ma
participate in these wild games--join Freshman
. Camp staff and UNH Cheerleaders as they host
this CRAZY event!!

f~,0~21

MUSICAL REVIEW ...
7:30pm, Stillings patio, $1.00 admission. A
musical, dancing, EXTRAVAGANZA!! Funded by PFO

,FLOAT CONTEST ...
,· 5:00pm in the UAC parking lot $10,00 entry fee
Cash prizes for the winners!

·1 ~ , 0 ~ 2 0
BLUE & WHITE DAY...
Wear UNH school colors to the MUB PUB or
Pistachios and recieve a ~pedal prize!!

8ANNER CONTEST...

Judging from 3_:00 - 5:00pin. CASH PRIZE!!
Greeks, residence halls, UNH offices,
commuters, anyone can partic_ipate1!

PAJAMA PARTIES ...

ear-y0ur pajamas and bring your teddy bear to
inner! Special prizes in all the dining halls
wear PJs
rt

d. FREE! T earns of 6,
Rec. Fastest teams win

PARADE ...

5:45pm, Come out and watch the floats, WERZ,
Cheearleaders and UNH Athletes parade c;:lown
MAIN STEET!'! Free mini-footballs tossed out to ·
· spectators'( Funded by PFO).

BONFIRE. ..
Follow the parade to the ~nnual Homecoming
Bonfire in the Lower Quad. The pep rally
activities will feature the UNH Football team
cheerleaders amd·a live broadcast by WERZ!
**Stay warm with 25¢ coffee from the MUB Coffee
. .
Office; 5:30 - 9:30pm
STREET CELEBRATION .. ~
7:30pm in the Uppr Quad. FREE! A carnival
atmosphere with live music by "Now Sound
Express".(funded by PFO). Entertainment and
lots of food!!

\

T - SHIRT CONTEST...
Homecoming t-shirts will be judged at 9:00pm
at the Street Celel:5ration. Winners recieve a
.
CASH PRIZE!!

·
7:30pm Stillings patio. $1.00 admission.
Mask & Dagger presents some of UNH's finest . . singing and dancing--60s style! Furided by PFO
········ ·••··········-·.•··-·.•.•.·-·.·.·.-...-.-.·.·-·.•··············· ·· ······· 1·· ·

CLASSIFIED
, RESEARCH ASSISTANT TO TH E DIVER_SITY C_OMMITTEE Work• clos ely with the
Diversity Committee: r~search information
to recruit and retain minority stud e nts.
Commitment to diversity; strong research,
orgc3.nization, writing and commun,ication

1978 Honda Civic Sedan good to excellent
conditipn. One owner. Ca!I 664-2280 A'fter
7p.m.

Be a vital link between the past, present,
and future students of UNH!! The student
Ambassador Councij is new accepting
application s. Pick yours up today at t be
MUB INFO DESK or the Elliot Alumni
Center. Application deadline is Nov. 4th.

· Snugg les: Happy Anniversary - 8 monthsyahoo! Let's celebrate! Thanks for a great .
weelens iri RI-- Laundry was fun . Hope you
did well .on your Chem exam ... Love ya lots,
Snuffles.
,

If you ha\'.e had a blood transfusion betwe~n
19.75 and 1985, you mig~ t' be at risk for
AIDS . For free and an~ nymous AIDS
antibody couh sel1ing and 'tor testing call
the office of Health education and Promotion, ~ ealth Service~ Center, UNH, 8623823
1

So what's with the cover of the new Main
skills; abii'ity to advocate publicly fer the
' If you a re a sexually acti-ve gay or bisexual · Street? Perhaps a horrified student looking
.program and tor funding; grant writing and · male, you may be at risk- fo r AIDS. For free,
at the (nside back cover? You know, with
If you have used 1.V. drugs and shared
V>{Ord ·processing sk_ills desire_d . Fle x ible · anonymo·us and non-judgemental AIDS · the picture of the dedicated staff of said
Bianchi Premio - 12 speed bike. Purchased
needles sine 1978, you might be at risIk
antibody counseling and/ or testing, call
15 hour work week, October through June.
"magazine"? Scary stuff, kids. Seriously. ·
- Summe,r '87_. Indexed shifting $250.00.
fo r AIDS . For free, anonymous and nonThis is a temporary, _non-benefits eligible , the office of Health Education and ProCall Mercy 862-4329 Freshman: Have first exams got you down?
i udgemental AIDS antibody co,unselLng
position. Send resume by Octobe r 22nei, ~ motion. Health Services Center, UNH 862Call your faqulty mentor today!
1982 SAAB 900 Turbo. 3. door, Exe. cond ,
and or testing call the office of Health
1988 to: Emily Moore, Assistant Dean of
3823.
,.. Wht. w /burgundy int., 5-spa., rear spoiler,
Students, Dean of Students Office, Hud
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Orde r B~ lfour class rings Thursday or
dleston Hall, UNH, Durham, NH 03824 _
If you have had mul•t iple sexual partr:iers
Center, UNH. 862-3823
sunrf, ac, stereo, hid. seats, .rear defrost,
Friday from 11 to 3 .in _the MUB
since 1978, yo·u might be at risk for AIDS.
·pwr. mirrors, pirellis, 94.K. New turbo, good
UNH is an AA/EEO Employer.
Using alcohol responsibly means riot letting
For a good time call your Faculty Mentor
. For frE:18, anonymous an_d non-judgemental
snows included. $4900.00 74_
3-3616.
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
antibody testing and/or counseling cal.I 1 Enjoy meeting new people while helping
193-4 Subaru GL-10 Station Wagon, 5on self, others O( property. For some people
,the office of Health EG! ucation and Proto create class unity and school spirit.
speedi All options, computerized read-outs.
· this may be the decision not to use alcohol
motion, Health Services' Center, UNH 862Interested? Come see what the Student
Garaged, no rust, Excellent condition
at all. Recognize another's rig ht to decide
3823.
Ambassadors are all about. Open house
throughout. $4250. 868-5122.
for oneself
on Wenesday, October 19, 6:30-8 p.m. at
Be a vital link between the past, present,
Lost kitten - Last seen Oct. 10th on
Imported leath~r jackets, excellent quality.
D"iTnking and driving is a, s~rious proble·m.
the Alumni Center.
and future stude_nts of UNH!! The Student
Rd.
Dark
grey,
long
haired
with
'
Woodman
$150 or Best offer. Call Evenings 431-0193.
More than 22,500 tratfic deaths each year .
Ambassador Council is now acc;;epting
Freshman: Do you know where you faculty .
crooked tail. W~ miss-her- Please call 868involve a drinki17g driver, or 60 deaths every
The Christ Church Episcopal Women's . 3855.
applications . Pick yours up today at the
mentor is.'.?
day . More people· have been killed in
- -· • · ·- - - ·- -- ·· - -- -- - -.Organization of Exeter will hold its annual
MUB 'I NFO DESK or the Elliot Alumni
To the girl my drunken boyfriend feund so
alcohol-related accidents in this country
rummage sa-le Friday, Oct. 21, from 5 to
Center. Applicatien deadline is Nov. 4th.
engaging this weekend. Don't buy the shy
than have died in our foreign wars
• 8 p.m. and Saturday, 0qt. 22 from 9 a.m.
Tony - Happy Birthday, you sexpot!!
bit ·and stay out of my territory if you know
to n_oon. 43 Pine St. There will be shoes,
Everybody has a favorite cure for a
Love(Oh my God ... the 'L' word), ALL THE
what's good for you.
handbags and men's, women's, children's
hangover, but they all have one thing in
CHICKS ON 1 C WHO ABSOLUTELY
Dan, want some cheese?
and infant's clothing, as well as linens,
corr.imon - they don't work. What does work
BURN FOR YOU. Hope you get laid.
jewelry, books, toys, kitchenware and a
is preventative ·medicine. If you control
In need of a class ring?? Come .to theMUB
HAPPY BIRTHDAY T!!I The big 21-watc.h
Hey .kids-, guess-what? Lame Street is out!
special table of fine gifts.
your consumption, you _1:Y on't g·et a hanThursday or Friday between 11 a1nd 3 to
out. I'll only get you a LILBIT drunk- ha
Oh, joy! Once again we can read boring
gover.
order a EiAL'.FOLm ring. Make it a Christmas
ha. Your're awesome! Love ya~ Melis.
ATTENTION STUDENTS - Need Furnistories about lame topics, topped off with
present or an early graduatiori present.
ture?? Wa11t something that will last longer
"Drink provokes the desire, but it takes
BUDDY BEE:_ How are the Books! Have
the narcissistic ramblings of the great (just
Free pen and pencil set with each order.
than 1 semester?? Feat uring hardwood:
away the performar.ice." - Shakespeare.
you seen/ learned anything worth cumming
ask him) Dictator of the Student Press, Art .
Bureaus, desks, beds, tables, and chairs,.
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
over for? Guess who?
UNH is Dancing in the Streets! HomecomBlougouras. I can't wait until the next issue
upholstered chairs, a·ccent tables, etc ..
sexual stimulaiton, but reduces, physical
ing D·in'n~ 1988. Saturday ,. October 22,
Join UNtJ Elvis Club. Call 743-3258.
comes out in April.
over 1 000 i•t ems in s'!ock. A great place
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
1988. 5:00 Cocktail hour, 6:00 Dinner .
Join UN_
H Elvis Club. Call 743_
-3_2_58_._ _
Be a vita.I link between the past, present,
to bring your parents when they_-visit. 135
decision making. Call Health Services 862Granite State Room Memorial Union
and furture students of L,INH!! The Student
Albany St. Portsmouth near Durham Bank
3823 for more info.
·
Building, $15 per person. Get your tickets
Ambassador Council is now accepting
on 18 Lington St. OPEN rvionday'- Saturday · now at the MUB ticket office!
Alcoholism has been called the, most
applications. Pick yours up today at the
10-5 or by appt. 436-1286.
(
serious drug problem : due to the cost to
Hey Susan! Will you b.e my best friend?
MUB info. Desk or the Elliot Alumni Center.
For Sale - 1984 Olds Cutlass Ciera LS, 4society, physical damage to the -body's -Lynn Beasley, I think you're the best looking
ApplicaJion deadline is Nov. 4th.
door sedan, 46,000 miles, V6, A/C, power
organs, and the large number of fatalities
women on campus. If ypu want to meet.
PIN'KY'S.
PLACEBed
and
Breakfast
iri
To an SAE Brother from Sawyer 1st .who .
steering/brakes, AM/FM Stereo Radio,
and victims resulting from accidents or
me, wear -a red ribbon in your hair on
charming 1 00 year old victorian home in
found my eyes mesmerizing. I fiin d you
659-3578
withdrawal symptoms. Call 862-3823 ,
Wedn~sday, October 19, or write
Dover.
Perfect
for
visiting
f:riends
and
family.
intriguing and want to talk to you when I'm
Health Servic.es for more info.
Moto rcycle - 1986. Honda 450 Rebel.
personal. -Brighteyes.
Call Pinky 742-8789.
sober! Give me a call, you're not that shy,
Black. 1,600 miles. Like new. Two helmets.
Can't find 'em, we got 'em . Tickets to
Black Student Union Meeting. Wednesday,
TYPING/WO'RD PROCESSING- profesor are yo_u_?_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
$1,599. Call Keith at 433-3286.
anything and everything. Prince,, UB-40, 1
October 19 at 9:30 p.m., in Smith Hall
accuracy
guaransional
quality.
Spelling
Happy Late Biirthday Kristin!! N1ore to
Need Cash? I'll pay you cash for your · Lounge. Ws time to make a differ_ence.
teed. SAVE yourself time & money oy calling · Robert Plant, Jimmy Page, Moody Bluescome ...
records, tape cassettes, CD's!!! Lost Cherd
·w·hatever you "'w an_t, we c-an get. We also
N~W. Dover, 742~2037.
THINKING ABOUT A tropical, sunny warm
K.D. Paula - You're the great est You can ,
Records . 4 91 Central Av·e. Dover, N. t,.
· hav.e Bruins, Celtics and Parriots tickets .
and wild break '89? LOOK NO FURTHER ... . blind date dance with me anytime- G·. ·
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCCtSSING
03820. 749-3859.
·
avilable for the season. Call 868-2185 any .
Bar-badcis & Cancun are amor;ig your
for all your typing requirements, Experientime.
·
Coming soon to a store near you--authentic
'73 Volvo Statior)wagon 145 - standard 4- , destination choices! Save those pennies
ces, efficient, reasonable rates, quickBUSCRUISE
T-shirts.
Order
yours
now!!!!!
speed. Runs greaf inspected thru Sept.
Montreal College party Weekends (Nov.
·and think SUN! Delux~ Conso, round ·trip
. , return. Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
1989 . Heater, AM/ FM stereo cassette,
4-6) (11-13) Starting at only $69. Contact
$579! Informational m~eting t.b.a or call
Medusa-, It was an incredible weekend.
OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer, year round.
everything works. Reliable transportation.
_Jim or C_h ris Jessie Doe Room 312 868Paula P. at 868-6074, your campus rep·reWas I turned to stone? Well, you certainly
Europe, S. American , Australia, Asia. All
$575.00 or best offer. Must sell - Call me!
3624. Don't miss the party train.
sentative for the VERY BEST BREAK EVERI!
did enchant me. it you need a ride
fields. $900-2,000 mo. Sightseeing. Free
868,:.7142 ask for Wendy. '
somewhere, DON'T ask me . Love you, _. info write IJC P.O. Box 52-NH01 Corona
Hey all you Freshman Camp Fans- Get
TRAVEL SALES Sell Spring Break package
Dave. Mr. Monopoly.
73 Volvo Stationwago n 145 standard 4to Rm. 135 in the MU8 NOW! Applications
tours to Caribbean. Free travel & money.
Oel Mar, Ca. -92§25.
·
0

- - -- - - - - - - -- - --

LOST AND FOUND

..c·T'.': SE~v.•.~.E~:~~v.

a

speed. Runs great, inspected thru Sept . ·
1989. Heater, AM /FM s_tereo cassette;
everything works . Reliable transportation.
$575.00 or best offer. Must sell-call me!
868-71~? ask for Wendy.

to be a counselor are available and they're
going fast. so JUST DO IT!
Need female subletors for second semester. Three spaces available in spacious
Main St. apartment: Call 868-6013.

a

Thinking about a TROPICAL, SUNNY,
WARM & WILD BREAK 89? LOOK NO
FURTHER .. . Barbados and Cancun are
among your destiinat_ion choicfils! Save
those pennies and th.ir:ik sun! SPRING
BREAK 89! More info coming soon, or call
Paula at 868-6074, your campus representative for the VERY BEST !BREAK EVER! -

Work study position available - Good $,
flexible hour.s, no experience, on campus,
, contact Michelle Dzierzeski 86_2.-1542; 862- 2175.

Hey 28, Thanks for everything you've do~&
in the last weeks . You are the greatest!
Love, not THE BIMBO OF THE WEEK.

On-Campus travel representative or or- ·
ganization needed to promote Spring Break
trip to Florida. Earn money, free trips, and
valuable work expereince . Call InterCampus Programs: 1-800-433-7747.
Wait persons, $5-$14/hr.- weekends - no
~xperience needed . Coast B_µs Accessibility. _Call Scott qaniels 862-4525. Leav_e
message. ~

Pete and Alex- Thanks for watching and
listening to me bounce off the walls. I'm
overit now- promise.
Bl~ck Stud.en! Union Meeting. Wednesday,
October .19th at 9:30 p.m . in Smith Hal l
lounge. It's time to make a difference!
_Looking for K & H? Not enough time- wait
for Friday!

·GLENN HUMPHREYS: (the great looking
man I always see in the MUB) It's been
2 years since I last talked to you- But you're
looking HOT!! Are you just a dream? Tell
me someth ing ...Do you still draw as well
as you used to? 'A distant (but clese)
admirer.
The power of the press. I l_ove it. Not only
can I write these great personals, but those
Lovable, feeble-mind~d peons at Student
Press can put out a semi-yearly so-c?lled
magazine. Ain't this a great country?

Pregnant? Loving Hdmes Provided to
Those Who Seek Adoption. You Choose
the Family. Your. Wishes Respected . Preg- .
nancy Expenses Paid. Call Loving Homes.
of Spence-Chapin. 1 -800-321-LOVE.
Travel, Sales. Sel_l Spring ,Break Package
Tours to Caribean. Free Travel. Great sales
experience & fle x ible hours. Call 1 ~800476-77:10.

. Great sales expe rience & flexible- hours.
Call 1 -800-426-7710.
ATTENTION - FACULTY, STUDENTS,
AND CONSULTANTS!!! Word processing/
ty,ping services - resumes, manuscripts,
cor,respondence, ,mailing lists ..Professional
quality. l'E3M/Diablo equipment. Over nine
years experience. Call Victoria Benn, 9;00
. - 5:00 p.m., Monday - Saturday, 7 49-1365.

Need a Christmas present idea? order.a
Balfour ring Thursday·or Friday in the MUB.
Free pen and pencil set with each order.
TO THE SWEATY BEACH6-S- get
psyched for an out of control homecoming
weekend . SENIORITIS!! Tailgaiting at 10,
Mamosas at -9, a mess by noon! 10?22Happy Birthday Chris Melino!! Love you
all- Sissa

(

Main Street sucks. So there.
Betsy- T. -Thanks for everything! I like your
smiles .. Keep it up! Love, Sue N.

-~------~-----------------~---~-----------~~
RESUMES
I
1

I
I
I.

.

. Electronically Typed·
$18.50 includes
.

.

Typing:, Selecti~n of Paper a~d Envelopes
/

Loon Mt Ski Area, NH's Most Popular Ski Res0rt, has a variety of full and
part-time job .openings for the winter season. Benefits include Free Skii_ng,
Ski L~ssons, and T~ansportatibn Assistance.
'· .

PLUS
25 copies * 25 envelopes • 25 e1dra sheets of paper
Changes easily,m ade with pur One Y ear m em ory storage
.

·I

I

'

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30

_/ !Durham Copy

Jenkins Court

For more information attend the L'OON MT JOB. FAIR.
October 26, 1988 5-9 pm
October 29, 1988 10 am - 6 pm

I

~6~\iit·H. !

.L-----~---------------~-------------------~

Loon Mt. Ski Area
(93 North to Exit 32, onto Rte . 112)
Lincoln, NH 03251
(603) 745-8111

/
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just
another

.JLDCATESSE

flus

into

ANNO UNCI NG...
The W ildcatessen Piz.za Hour
What: Slices of CHEESE PIZZA---50¢ "'
. Slices of PEPPERON I PIZZA--.,75¢
When: Every night-Sund ay thru Friday---7 :00pm_8:00pm
Where: THE WILDCATESS-EN
located in the Stillings Hall-next to Stoke H~ll

C&J i RAILWAYS
·742-511 J

Why: In recognition of those in search of great
pizza slices at low prices ... this one's for you!! ·

742-29 90

..

I

Open Monday-Friday 7:30am-2:00p m/6:00pm-Mi dnight
Sunday 6:00piJ?.-Midnight
.
Closed Saturday
....
>b

.

'

GetN_s and B's.for your parents,
·· and ·aCD for yourself
Try aMacintosh today-you·

Get a Macintosh®.computer to
may win.aS9ny Discman. ' help with your homework ·
Then you'll never have to spend
Now that a new school vear is
·underway, we have an idea tpat'll · another all-nighter retyping a paper
,just to purge a few typos _and
make both you and your parents
dangling modifiers; You'll be able.to
feel abit more confident come
crank out assignments that look as·
finals time:·
though you bribed afriend in art
school: And with an amazing new
program called HyperCard®- which
just happens to come.packaged
with every Macintosh - you qn
- easily store, organize, and cros_s. reference research notes to your
heart's content.
J

~

And if that isn't enough reason · . · So come iri and get your hands
to look at a Macintosh today, here's on a Macintosh. · If not for yourself, do it for ·
another:
,.
your folks.
Right now, you have three
chances to win one of Sony's
Discman™ CD players- ~ncluding
The power to be your besC
the exciting Sony Pocket Discman,
which also plays the new 3-inch
CDs. And·even if you miss out on
the CD player, you may still win
one of 15 Apple T-shirts. No
strings attached- just fill out
a registration.form at the
location listed below.

·•®

October 3 - ,October 21
University Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14 : ,
Drawings held on Fri.days: Oct ..
7, 14, and 21
.
}
.
.
'
No purchase neces.sary. Odds depend ori number of entrants. See Y?Ur campus Apple reseller for complete contest deuiis. Prizes may vary from produ,1 shown.
Apple. the Apple IOj!O, HyperCard, and Macintosh are registered trademarks, and "The power to be your best" is a trademark, of Appl~ Corpputer, lnr. Sony Discman is , trademark of Sony Corporation.

f
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-

''Dancing in the Streets''
'

'

. A MUSICAL REVIEW .

Wednesday/Thursday • .'l:30 pm .
r

· · Admission $1.00 ·.
-

.. New Stillings/Stoke Patio
Favorite 60's Party Tunes
.·· 1n caSe of weather listen to WUNH -Ra.dio 91.3

Funded by P.F.O. •.·
. MonY MonY
Do Y, - .
·
. -.- ou Love Me

· f ailhouse
_

_

J?.Oc
. k.

· . · ;n
· -the Streets ·
Dancing,,
·

·•

.- Staged by Margery Gray
_
· Concept & Musical Direction by Christopher Leavy

.

I
,'

I ·I

,~:

-· • ,

J

"J .• ' ,

.

.

ATTENTION MOM AND DAD!,
.

-

.

.

Subscfibi1Jg· tO THE ·NEW HAMPSHIRE
can keep you in touch despite the miles!

/

.

. ,Corering the latestUniverSity news, arts, af1.diporting · ·
eventJ, the award winning newspaper can be delivered
' to your door step twice a week!!

. ONLY $25.0Oyear .··
·•

'

~ ·$1J.00

semester .

. -. - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - -.- -,.,,- -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
1.-. - - - - - - I1
. t·,on to:
I .. Ma_,'I su b. scnp
1
I
. ___________
I: ?Nil
I:
I

·I
I

. .
- ·
MUB, Room 108 .
Durhct~, NH 03824

-

I
I

---.-------~--

I

-----------.
1

.1·
I

·--~-~-------~------------------------------~

I
r.
j

•

I

-

Checks may be made payable to _ ·

The New.Hampshire-
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After you;re done with
school, you -face one of
the hardest lessons in life:
Without experience,
it's tough to get a job. And
without ajob, it's tough to
get ex_Qenence.
At The Wall Street .
Journal, we recognize that experience is something you don't
start earning until after graduation.
But whileyou're waiting, we can
·give·you a head start by providing
some of the same competitive
advantages that experience brings.
fur instance, our wide-ranging
news coverage gives you a clearer
understanding of the whole complex
world of business.
·
·
Our-tightly focused feature reporting prepares you for your more
specific ambitions -whethe r in
management, accounting, finance,
techn9logy, marketing or small
business.
And our in--depth analysis helps
you formulate your ideas in a .
- sharper and more persuasive way. ·

Call 80();;257-1200,* Ext. 1066 ·
or mail the coupon-,and star:t your
·subscription to The Wall Street
Journal at stude~t savings of up
-. to $48 off the regular subscrip. tion price.
.
That's a pretty generous offer.
Especially when you·consider ·
what it actually represents.
Tuition for the real world.

-

;

)

ITo subscribe, rall 800-257-1200:l

I

_ .. Ext. _1066 to~: ~ee.

I

WA 98119

.

r : ~t·ncl ml' 1,rn· yt·ar 11f Tht· \\~111 Stn·t·t J< 1urnc1l _f11r $t16- a
\\n•k:-;

'.\amt·--

f11r ::i2fi.

: : J>avmt·11t vnd11:-t'd.
. ·.

- - ---·---·-- --- -

I· Student I.I>.#_·___

1

.

· - ----·

- .·

_,_ ___ (;r;HI, :\lonth , \i:ar ____
. -.

;\clclrt•:-,:-; __ __ _ _ ___ _1 - - - -·1

I
I

r'

I

,u • in}! 111_· $-18 ofl th,· ll'J,!1tlm suh.,n-i{>I. ion />riff.

:: : 1;1
I ;: :. St·1:d
Bill ml Li!t·r.

·I

·I

Or mall to r-tw Wa ll ;"\(reel Journal. :l(HlJrdAve. W. ~eattlt•.

1
.1 ·

I

- - - - -.- -- ·- - - ~ - -

:

City

Srh1111I

·. :\1ajor _ _ _ . _______
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1

Th1·,1·

·"ToewdlrStreet 1ourna1. ·I

1

·114SNT 11u· daib· du11-:i·,!f flu·.·l=am cbt'll::::__(code)

*In Pennsylvania, call 800-222-3380, Ext. 1066.
)!IXti l>11w

:~lilt''>

,'Ii C11mp,111v . Inc

THE-NEW HP.<M8SHIJ~E.TU.ESD'AY,i'G)CTGBER 18;' 198$ ,-

L THEATRE
.CAPITOPRESENTS

§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

§
§

f

!

n>NmRn. NH

"An Outspoke n Evening with

.
-

~

t
t

-■--

MORT ON DOWN EY, JR.!"
.2- · - - - -..-_ --H
a~turd.a 'Oc.....,._t._i.....
·800·382-HOIIO

§
§

Tickets available
Capitol Box Office 228-042',, All Ticketron Outlets Teletron l

~~~;'~~

H{~
§

§
§

!

~

"'lr.::::;;;;======

.

~

)

,,el

'"'·

'I

The Seacoast's
Only
Bagel Bakery

i

I
§

olJRH AM'S SPECI AL KIND
OF DELI
i(_·12 Varieties of Bagels Baked Fresh Daily! '
.·
· i( Unique Bagel Sandwiches!
i(. Soups, Salads, Quiche, Homemade Desserts! §
. i( Reasonable Prices!
i( .Our Delicious Pumpkin Bagels are Back! ·

· Fox Run_Mall, Newington, N.H.
436-1117 ·

ti

19 Market St. .
Commerc ial Alley
Portsmou th

§

-Mill Road Plaza §
.§
_ Durham

~::s~~s: ~~~j
~,~~
68
;~-~::. 7:00•6:oo

Mon.-Fri. 6:30~7:!

FRA NKL Y . WE DO N'T EXP ECT YOU
·TO BEL IEV·E THI S
, Buf there is 'a n organi zation· that allows you to: _-

.

MEE_T NEW PEOPLE·
· . ORGANIZE ·SENIOR CHALLE·NGE
KEEP ALUMNI UP TO DATE

SAC

-Pick up your applica iionsto day at the MUBin fo desk or the Alumm i Center··
deadline is November 4th
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Runners place ·
fifth in Eastern s
beras came in third. Fourth place
By Rich D'Avolio
It was a great day id mid was taken Pat O'Mailey of
October, it was great day f()r a UMaine and fifth was Chris
run through the woods of Dur- Maitner of Keene State.
The top UNH-finisher was
ham but unfortunately for the
men's UNH cross country team, Randy Hall, fin'ishing Nth. The
it wasn't that splendid of a day. Wildcats placed five runners in
UNH finished fifth out of a pack. the.first '31 to cross the line.
In the Sub-Varsity race UNH
of 10 teams in the Eastern
finished
ill' fourth out of the
'1ntercollegiate Cross Country
meet this past Saturday in seven teams in the contest. In
first was ·UMass with 22, folDurham.
In a meet tnat featured 10 of . lowed by Southern Connecticut
the· top teams in New England 65, Ulowell 70, UNH 80, Benthe competition was fierce but tley "113, Maine 128, and roundthis was to be Keene State's day. ; ing out the finishers was Central
They came away with the victory Connecticut -with 206 points.
Duncan Gilbert-of the Uniedging Lowell by just ·one point
60-61. In third was South Con- versity of Lowell won the Subnecticut (92), followed by Varsity race with a time of
UMass (111) and UNH (124). 26:39. James Chute of UMass
The last five finishers were was seco·nd, Greg Putnam of
Central Connecticut, UMaine, · 'UMass was third, while fourth
Holy Cross, ·B entley, and N~w place went to William Wallace
of U mass, and fifth wa_s Kevin
The UNH men's cross country team could fare no better than fifth when they hosted the Easterns Haven respectively.
Donellan also of UMass. _
Scott
Hatch
of
Keene
State
this Saturday (Dao MacDonald photo)
The team will participate
finished the 5 mile course first
with a time of 24:55. In second next in the North Atlantic
was Brian Moody of Lowell, Conference Meet on Saturday,
while teammate Micheal Cham- October 22.

'Cats stopped by UMass
-By ]:-Russell Pabst

The downfall of th e UNH
women's field hockey team
continued Saturday wi th a 3-l
loss to the University of Massachusetts, thus, in the process,
extending their winless stre<!,k
to eight games.
Once again the Wildcat offe~se was suspect, producing
only ten shots on the UMass net.
. The 'Cats were only 18 seconds
away from being shut out for
the sixth tirrie this season:
· Massachusetts' Pam Bustin
.
.
opened the scorrng with an
unassisted goal in the first half,
-,
_ ~

sending a shot past New Hamp- seconds left in the contest, this
shire goal tender Sta<;ey ruining Cox's shutout bid.
,
Gaudette at the 24:28 mark.
With the Wildcats having
The score remained 1-0 until
midway through the se~ond half scored only -three goals in their
when Massachuetts' Dawn last eight games, they will look
Trumbauer netted a goal at _for an offensive explosion Thursl7:26. Just over two mio.-utes day when they face the Lady·
later, Ruth Vasapolli made it Crusaders of Holy Cross down
a 3-0 game, insuring a UMass in Worcester, Massachusetts. ·.Last year the 'Cats blasted noJy
victory.
_
The Minutewoman goaltend- Cross 7-2, and they currently
er Cindy Cox turned in a_n almost i hold a 5-0 series advantage
against them.
f
f
per ect per ormance between
UNH will return home and
th e pipes, turning away every will prepare to do battle against
shot put on net except one.
1· B · kl ·
dh
· d Penn State University on Home-:
:112 f rt1hc ey score 'ther selcon18 coming Saturday at 12:00 p.m.
goa o
e season w1 on y ·

Tenn is takes second
Opposing runners attempt to overtake the Wildcats during
of Maine with 26 points; Hart~
to Connecticut in this round. , action .at the E~stern Championships. (Dan MacDonald photo)
ford with 23 points; University
Deb Rinaldi was defeated 6-0,
of Vermont with 11 points; and
6-2; Sara Tonna lost 6-2, 4-6, .
Brooklyn with five points.
1-6; and second seeded Kara
UNH's second doubles team,
McKerina fell 6-3, 6-2.
composed of Tori Wincup and
In the second singles position,
Jaymie Hyde, won their division Liz Lerner won one match and
by defeating UMaine 6-1_, 6-2, _ lost ·two, earning th~e points
and UVM 6-7 (7-4), 6-1, 6-1.
fortheteambycominginfourth
Coach Russ McCurdy said that place. First doubles Monica _
this victory was an "outstanding_ Brent and Kathken Greeland accomplishment" especially be- lost in their opener t9 Maine.
cause the women were not There were only five team_s By Mike Stinsoff
t O p five,' ; said Krueger.
seeded in the tournament.
competing in this division, so·
The New Hampshire· worn- Providence is .currently ranked
First, third, and fourth singles they were unable to play ~ny en's_c;:ross country team placed 16th in the nation and is con.: ·
all made it to the finals in their other matches.
second in a tri-_meet on Fri4ay. sidered the 't op team in New
-division. However, they all los:t _
Coach McCurdy said that he Providence College captured the England according . to Coach
.
was pleased with how the teams meet, easily outscoring the 'Cats . Krueger. ·
·
perfqrmance, "As a team we· did and host Connecticut.
.Rounding out the Wildcats'
· The final score read Provi~ · top five were Lynn Shallcross~
well, we played up to our capabilities." He also said that, .had dence 16, New Hampshire 43, wno finished seventh in 18:01,
they come in first; it would have ~nd Cpnnecticut 66.
.
Dawri Enteda_in, eighth in
Coach Nancy Krueger- was 18:05, Nancy Boulanger, elevbeen an upset ..
Two days before this tourna- not disappointed with the the enth in 18:23, and Jennifer
ment, UNH faced Holy Cros·~ 'Cats performance. "I was very Briggs, ~weJffh in 18:24.
and they were crushed 9-0. pleased,". she said. "They
Coach Krueger was imCoach McCurdy-felt that the , (UNH) ran a good race tacti- · pressed with the team's consiswhole team had been lookin-g cally."
tency as the top five come in
Cynthia Difrancesco was the · within 38 seconds ofeach other.
forward to the Seaboard torun- '
ament, ap.q. none of them had first 'Cat to cross line, finishing
"Whe~ever you can bring that
thei'r minds on this match. He in 17:46 to take fifth place. She group (top five) closer together
pointed out that t he team's level was 32 seconds ·behind- race and still bring time·s down,
of play is generally consistent, winner Tina Maloney of Prov- you're doing well."
either they are all playing great, idence. Second, third and fourth
The Wildcats next see action
··or they're all "off'. This shows places were also captured by on Saturday at Massachusetts.
Providence runners.
the unity of the team.
They will compete against the
"Ii: was good for us to have host school as well as Vermont
UNH's last two matches are
this afternoon against UCon n - Cyndi penetrate Providence's ___and Rhode Island.
. at the field''house, and UMass
at Amherst on Thursday .
.--. The 'Cats fought a tough battle this weekend but came up just
a little short, fa l)ing 3-2 (Mark Schenkel file photo)

By Nao_m i Elvov~
This weekend at the Seaboard
Conference Championships, the
UNH women's tennis tea:m
came in second place with a total
of 27 points following powerful
Central Conn~cticut' s 34 points.
In this tournament, four
singles players and two doubles
teams compete to earn a certain
number of points_ according to
the highest level of achievement. The five teams in the
competition were: iri first place
with 34 points, Central Connec-ticut; second place UNH with
27 points; third place University

Good show for
cross country

Yea Team! Go Wildcats!
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Sports

UN H W ild ca ts
-fall ·sh or t, 33 -31
place-kic ker Steve Christie redeemed himself by connectin'g
By Ward D. Fraser ·
on a 42 yard field goal to give
on
be
to
seem
not
does
Luck
the Indians a slim 33-:31 advanthe side of the Wildcat football
tage.
team this year.
The 'Cats drove down field
With two seconds left in the
game against William and M~ry on their last possession, getting
this past Saturday, Shawn Lane all the way to the William and
attempte d a 42 yard field goal Mary 26 yard line. Shawn Lane's
with UNH down by two points, valiant attempt fell short as did
33-31. The kick was headed for the Wildcats' hopes for victory.
"It was the best kick he's had
the uprights as time expired,
but fell inches short as the ball 'all year," ~aid Olds. "You can't
hit the cross bar and bounced blame Shawn, it was a great
back. The Wildcats losr-just like effort. We had a lot of chances.
to put them away; but we
.
,
that, 33-31. .
The Wildcats have dropped 'couldn't capitalize."
three straight,g ames.sin ce be- _ UNH did run up some big
ginning· the seas-on wi~ning sfats agaipst the Tribe from
their firsnhre e. In their last William and Mary. Quart~rback
three games it seemed as if the Bob Jean complete d 25 of 40
'Cats were almost giving the passes for 242 yards, but had
no passing touchdow ns and
-wins away.
thr.ee intercep tions, one of
'.'We keep making a lot of
goal attempt
mental mistakes and turnovers,'·' which was run back for a touchIhe Wildcats suffered another tough loss on Saturday when a last second field
said senior reciever Curtis Olds. down. Tailback Norin Ford
photo}
file
Stinson
~Mike
win
the
and Mary
"We gave up 17 points early on rushed fo~ 83 ya~ds, while Matt fell :short, giving William
Banbury contribu ted 45 yards
an intercept ion and a fumble."
1
A Bob Jean pass was inter - to the cause.
UNH piled up 21 first downs
cepted and run back 26 yard~
for William and Mary's second and had 483, _yards of total
touchdow n of the first quarter. offense, as compared to 16 first
UNH came back from .early downs and 333 yards for WilHam and Mary. Still, it is what
• mistakes to tie the score at 24I
the scoreboard reads at the final
.
·
\'.
24 by halftime.
The tie was not broken until gun that counts, and the last few - _
The probrem was that th'e · ·area, setting up a penalty kick.
early in the fourth quarter when weeks the 'Cats have been oh By Rob Heenan
Wildcats could not seem t:o get Coach Marj Anderson called on
An overtime goal by Paige it all together. "It may have been Christie, and she came through
··
Bob Jean took the ball into the the wrong side.
The Wildcats are still in the Chri'stie salvaged the weekend the fact of travelling and getting - with the goal to provide the
end zone from 7 yards out. The
soccer
·
out of our rhythm," Christie •w inning margin. .
Wildcats had been trailing 24- hunt for the Conferen ce title, for -the UNH women's
y
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· stated. She added
7 before running off
some special value. "It was _
both Massachusetts and Villan- of Maryland on Sunday 2-1 after an o{f day."
.
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to
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answer
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turn
William and Mary
Sund~y saw UNH
with five minutes remainin g are to succeed they need to win urday.
as Kierstin Coppola 1-1 after losing the Virginia
around
Saturday was not the '~at_s' · opened the scoring with her first . game."
and scored on a one yard run. all their remainin g conferen ce
as Virginia scored twICe 10 goal of the season. The .a ssist
day
.
The weekend 's events leave
The Indians failed to convert games.
UNH.
topple
to
half
each
to
Durham
to
returns
UNH
'
team at 7-4-1 with six games
New
the
i.
leaving
Sydlowsk
point
Beth
extra
the
went to Mary
Forward Paig~ Christie felt
Maryland would tie the game left includin g three at home.'
Hampsh ire with a one point _ play Northeas tern for the Homecoming game. The game _is at that Virginia did nothing that up but UNH's Christie _w ~uld The next home contest will be
lead.
"We pretty
· With just two minutes left Cowell Stadium for a scheduled surprised the 'Cats.
strike back in the ov~rt1me Wednesd ay against Hartford
much knew how they were · period. Sydlows ki was fouled at 3:0Q.
in the__game William _and Mary - 1:00 start.
going to play," she said.
by a Maryland player in the goal

W om en 's -so cc er · sp lit s

1

Ove rtim e .goal give s win on Sunday

Me n dr op eig hth

1

ByJohn Dubois
The 'uNH men's soccer team
was handed its eighth loss of
the season Saturday when Hartford came to town.
The score remained close
througho ut the whole g~me but
it ended in a 3-2 victory. for
Hartford ort a penalty shot with
just minutes to go.
New Hampsh ire came out
flying and got on the board fir st,
· at 13:55, when Scott Brennan' s
shot found the back of the net
behind .Hartfor d goalie Chris
Mindru. ·
Victor Hemani of Hartford
tied the game at 17:36.
The teams went into halftime
in the 1-1 deadlock and st ayed
that way until senior Mike
Grubor of Hartford scored to
put Hartfo-rd up by one at the
66:00 minute rpark of the game.
New Hampsh ire however
would not be overtake n t_hat
easily and Frank Truscott scored
7 3:1 7 to tie the game once
at
,
k
h
·
ks
(M
d
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aga1·n.
.
er
en
c
ar
ay.
atur
. . . . . -....on the ball when Ha._rtford beat the ,q:1e1n's soccer_team on
All eyes were
·
file photo)

At this point it looked as
though we could be heading 1nto _
another action packed overtime ·
period. Hartford however had
a different idea of how the game
would end.
Hartford 's Vito Serafini was
awarded a penalty shot at 75:10
and he did not waste this golden
opportu• nity. Serafini, who is
. a freshman, blasted a drive past
.UNH goalie Eric Stinson.
~mitty Peck a freshamn back
for the 'Cats said before the
game that "it would be a close
one," and he was obviousl y
correct.
In a tight game like- this the
team that scores last usually
wins. Hartford had the chance
and they capitalized on it.
The 'Cats · have only two.
games left. Wednesday they will
travel to Boston Universit y for
a game under the lights at 7:00
.
pm.
The Wildcats will then come
horn~ and enjoy Homecom ing
,. before they play Northeas tern
on the 24th to e'1d their season.

